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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The art of stage design in the twentieth century is markedly 

different from the decoration of the proscenium stage practiced in 

past centuries. With the advent of the proscenium arch stage, during 

the renaissance, came the decoration and embellishment of backgrounds 

for entertainments presented to glorify the nobility. Noble patrons 

charged painters and architects of the day with decorating spaces to 

be used for glorious masques and divertissements. These artists 

included: Brunelleschi, the noble Florentine architect; Leonardo de 

Vinci, the famous inventor and painter; and perhaps more importantly, 

Piero della Francesca, the painter who pierced the picture plane so 

completely with his understanding of perspective techniques, In 

fact, the renaissance fascination with perspective and the third-

dimension contributed greatly to the evolution of the wing and drop 

setting that dominated stage decoration for the next three hundred 

years, 

Near the end of the nineteenth century, the modem theatrical 

movement manifested itself in the production of realistic plays which 

demanded realistic scenic backgrounds. The false, painted, per-

spective backdrops of the renaissance, attempting to present an 

illusion of reality, no longer satisfied the theatre's needs. 



During this time period, attempts were made at the naturalistic 

representation of locale—dirt was piled on the stage for an exterior 

scene; an entire hotel room was dismantled and reconstructed upon the 

stage for an interior setting. 

With the insurgence of new production theories and techniques 

at the tum of the century; realism's popularity in the live theatre 

waned, and plays of a more theatrical and presentational character 

began to have more appeal. This presentational attitude developed a 

new philosophy for stage design called the "New Stagecraft," The 

"New Stagecraft" movement given impetus through the writings of 

Edward Gordon Craig and Adolphe Appia called for an expressive pic-

ture with unity, The new movement insisted upon a unity of pro-

duction style while at the same time a visual expression of the 

intent of the play, This call for an expressive visual statement 

negated pure realism, even as the movies so capably presented it, 

The stage designer became a visual interpreter of the raeaning of the 

play—a partner in the artistic endeavor. The evocative message of 

the stage picture took precedence over the representation of locale, 

The illusion of place became secondary to a responsibility for 

interpretation and communication, VThen scene design fulfilled this 

responsibility to the theatre art form, it declared its own pro-

vince of expression. In order for the scene designer to be express-

ive he used some elements peculiar to his profession and others 

shared by all visual artists, Those elements peculiar to his pro-

fession are manifested in the form of particular scenic conventions 

such as the box set, wing and drop setting and simultaneous setting 



to name a few, The elements used for all visual expression as well 

as scenic design include the elements of design—line, shape, texture, 

and color, 

Since the appearance of the "New Stagecraft" movement, early 

in this century, the stage designer has been a permanent contributor 

to the development of the American theatre, Many of these designers 

have had their work preserved at the Museum of Modem Art in New York 

City and in many other important museum collections. These contrib-

utors to the evolution of the art form included such important artists 

as: Robert Edmond Jones, Norman Bel Geddes, Joseph Urban, and Jo 

Mielziner, Others such as Arch Lauterer received such recognition 

that they were honored with one-man shows at the Museum of Modem 

Art, and are credited with having had a profound influence. 

As the theatre changed so did the requirements for scenic 

design, Being so completely dependent upon the production for 

expression, the designer had to supply his own answers to the ever 

changing requirements of the American theatre, When scenery became 

an integral part of the production, new trends in playwriting and in 

the visual arts as well as current political, social, and economic 

conditions seem to have had an impact upon the scenic styles of 

various theatre artists, In todays theatre we still find examples 

of stylistic conventions attributed to these artists—the simplified 

unit setting of R. E. Jones, the soft, moody scrim work of Jo 

Mielziner, and the cubistic platform arrangements of Norman Bel 

Geddes. 



In the 1950s, a group of intern designers were already 
assessing the state of the theatre and applying their therapy 
t« the Broadway scene. . . Peter Larkin and others succeeded 
brilliantly in applying their aesthetics of stage design to 
inventing styles of scenic simplification to conform with the 
increasingly limited budgets of Broadway managers.^ 

Peter Larkin, another major contributor to the American 

theatre, was recognized early in his career for several major Broad-

way successes. Larkin's record boasts four Tony awards, two Donald-

son awards, and the Maharam award. His artistic achievements have 

been recognized by several authors. To quote Wendell Cole, who 

wrote in 1956: 

One of the new designers to appear on Broadway in the past 
few years, perhaps the most attention has been attracted by the 
work of Peter Larkin . . . his first production was a conventional 
London living room for Dial "M" for Murder (1952), but for The 
Taahouse of the August Moon (1953), he planned a most lovely, and 
ingenious use of constmctivism that added in great measure to the 
enchantment of that successful comedy. His medieval Ondine (1954), 
showed the Berman-Berard influence, and deeper significance was 
given to the trial in Inherit the Wind (1955) by placing a 
skeletonized courtroom in front of the profile small town street.'̂  

The Problem 

The purpose of this study is to examine the New York stage 

designs of Peter Larkin and to determine identifiable characteristics 

of his work which might have contributed to his success. In order to 

do this it is necessary to investigate his manner of working and con-

duct an analysis of certain stylistic characteristics, through a 

^Elizabeth B. Burdick, Peggy C. Hansen, and Brenda Zanger, 
eds., Contemporary Stage Design U.S.A. (Middleton, Conn.: Wesleyan 
Univeristy Press, 1974), p. 15. 

2wendell Cole, "Chronicle of Recent American Scene Design," 
Educational Theatre Journal 8 (December 1956): 292. 



system of critical analysis. This system of analysis might be applied 

to either a particular genre of stage designs, to determine its 

stylistic characteristics or to a particular designer's work, in order 

to identify his distinguishable mannerisms. In either case it will 

provide a tool for the study and appreciation of scenic design. 

It is hoped that this study will answer some of the following 

questions: Are there favorite theatrical conventions or repeated 

solutions to be found in his work? Did his earlier illustration 

techniques carry over to his stage designs? Why are terms such as 

"skeletonized," and "constructivism," or phrases such as "distorted 

perspective" and "cartoon like" used to describe Larkin's stage 

designs? Does his work show any stylistic influences of another 

designer's work? The answers to these questions will provide us with 

a better understanding of this scenic designer's role as an artist in 

today's theatre. A study of this nature will provide a tool for the 

future examination and appreciation of scenic design. 

Definition of Terms 

Critical Analysis 

A critical analysis requires the separation of the whole into 

it's basic parts in order to find their nature, function and inter-

relationship. This is then to be followed by the examination of these 

parts to determine their strengths and weaknesses. 

Stage Design 

Stage design is a term used synonymously with scenic design 

and may be referred to as the decoration of the stage including set-



tings, lighting, mechanics and properties. 

Style 

Style will be considered that quality which gives an ident-

ifiable character to artistic expression. Style may exist especially 

in the appropriateness and choiceness of relation between subject, 

medium and form; and individualized by the temperamental character-

istics and the technical skills of the artist. 

Mannerisms 

Mannerisms deal with an excessive adherence to a peculiar 

style or manner. This may be interpreted as a characteristic mode or 

peculiarity of form, subject and medium which is frequently repeated. 

Calligraphic Line 

The use of flowing rhythmical lines which intrigue the eye 

as they enrich surfaces. Calligraphy is highly individual in nature 

similiar to the individual qualities found in handwriting. 

Organization of the Study 

The information collected in this study is reported in the 

following form. 

Chapter I, an introduction, presents the problem, definition 

of terms used, organization of the study, review of the literature and 

methods of procedure. 

Chapter II of this study will present a system of critical 

analysis for stage design. This system will be developed after a 

careful investigation of those scenic conventions which are typical of 

twentieth century stage design. In addition those elements of design 



and modes of perception common to all visual arts will be used as a 

basis for the interpretation and evaluation of the scenic designer's 

work. 

Chapter III presents a biographical sketch of Peter Larkin's 

early background. This sketch will provide information about his 

achievements, education and beginning career in the theatre as a 

prologue to his successful role as a Broadway scenic designer. The 

final thought of this chapter will include an explanation of Larkin's 

approach to scenic design in today's theatre. 

Chapter IV contains a chronology of the designer's work. This 

list will provide statistical information about each production. 

The information will include the production's name, author, type of 

stage setting, producer, lighting and costume designer, the opening 

date, theatre and number of performances. 

Chapter V will offer an examination of Larkin's work with 

regard to the system of analysis for stage design established earlier 

in chapter II. 

Chapter VI will attempt to capsulize and describe identifiable 

characteristics of his work in order to draw some conclusions as to 

his skills as a theatre artist and the peculiar style or manner of his 

work. 

Review of Literature 

In a review of the available literature in the field of theatre 

arts no study was found that developed a systera of critical analysis 

for scenic design in order to examine the work of a particular theatre 
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artist. 

For the most part studies about stage design seem to be based 

upon a personal reaction to the characteristics of the work. Just as 

the theatre critic might react upon viewing a production. The 

aforementioned article by Wendell Cole, "Chronicle of Recent American 

Scenic Design," is based largely upon personal opinions and observa-

tions. 

While many artists—painters, musicians, etc. have had their 

work examined systematically, no such study could be found for the 

stage designer. Other articles exist such as Willard Bellman's 

"Aesthetics for the Designer" and unpublished dissertations such as 

James Thompson's Twentieth Century Scene Design-It's History and 

Stylistic Origins, which contain such terms as "design aesthetics" 

or the "development of style." Articles and studies such as these 

have not dealt with the subject of developing a system of critical 

analysis for stage design. 

Peter Larkin, Broadway scenic designer, and his work have 

never been the topic of a formal study. It is hoped a study such as 

this will be a contribution not only to scenic design but to the 

annals of theatre history. 

Methods of Procedure 

This study was begun in an honest and sincere effort to 

investigate the work of Peter Larkin. At the suggestion of the 

advisory committee, it was decided to include a system of critical 

analysis for discussing the designs and describing their character. 



Since it was impossible for the author to view the art work in 

a live performance, this study was based upon the examination of 

original drawings and production photographs. These are the artist's 

record of his ideas and their realization and constitute an art form in 

themselves. The basis for a study of this kind has been established 

with such noteworthy works as Stage Design: Four Centuries of Scenic 

Invention by Donald Oenslager and Art and the Stage in the Twentieth 

Century edited by Henning Rischbieter. These works present the visual 

design of theatrical productions by reproducing numerous renderings 

and sketches while analyzing their merits as if analyzing the work 

from any other visual art form. As the drawings represent the design-

er's plans for the stage setting, and the production photographs 

indicate the degree to which those plans were realized. These are 

the best sources for evaluating the designer's contributions. 

With this in mind it was absoutely necessary to first enlist 

the support and aid of Mr. Larkin in securing access to his work and 

understanding his approach to each project. Second, it seemed imper-

ative that his co-workers and associates be contacted in order that 

they might offer their first-hand observations and responses to his 

personal achievements, working habits, innovations and contributions. 

Finally, numerous libraries, museums and private collections 

were contacted in the search for original sketches and production 

photographs. 



CHAPTER II 

A SYSTEM OF CRITICAL ANALYSIS 

A aystem of critical analysis consisting of selected criteria 

to be used for the examination of stage design must first be developed 

in order to conduct an objective and constructive discussion of what a 

particular work offers, and to explain those visual relationships that 

constitute its form. "A work of art may be defined as a kind of 

autobiography of an artist's attitude in line, shape, texture, and 

color."-̂  Most works of art are intended to communicate—an idea, an 

emotion, or an experience—between artist and viewer, Fundamental 

communication in all visual arts relys upon the elements of design. 

For the purpose of developing this system of critical analysis, these 

"Elements of Design" will be discussed with some specific application 

to scenic design, 

Line 

Line, the most important element of design defines the shape 

of the scenic elements not only by outlining two-dimensional shapes, 

but also by revealing contours of three-dimensional forms on stage, 

In addition line may imply a visual direction within the composition 

Otto G, Ocvirk, Robert 0. Bone, Robert E, Stenson, and Phillip 
R, Wigg, Art Fundamentals Theory and Practice (Dubuque, lA: W.M.C. 
Brown Company, Publishers, 1975), p. 10. 

10 
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of the stage picture, or be the line drawing style of a particular 

artist. 

Shape 

Shape, refers to those scenic elements which are defined by 

value, color, line, or the combination of all three. The scenic 

designer may have a characteristic approach to line, color, or value 

as a means to reveal shape which gives him distinction and evokes a 

personal style. 

Texture 

Texture is the surface treatment which evokes character to 

the stage environment through a sense of touch or the illusion of 

touch. This textural quality may be achieved through painting or 

three-dimensional techniques. A particular designer's work may be 

said to be very tactile, refering to the element of texture. 

Color 

The element of color is identified in the theatre with both 

pigment and light. A designer's skill in handling the variable out-

comes of color combinations between pigment and light may be notable. 

Color not only plays an important role in establishing relationships 

between characters and events, but also intensifies the dramatic action 

and emphasizes the mood of the play. 

While the coramunication of a work of art is largely dependent 

upon the elements of design, it is an understanding of the medium and 

the technical skills of the artist that often determines the success 
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with which the communciation takes place. Just as Van Gogh handled 

oil paint expressively and differently than Andrew Wyeth handles egg 

tempera, so the soft impressionistic scenery of Jo Mielziner contrasts 

greatly with the striking platform stage settings of Norman Bel Geddes 

Various mediums have different physical characteristics which provide 

the artist a latitude of expression. 

Scenic design is an eclectic art form largely dependent upon 

sculpture, architecture and painting for it's stylistic origins. It 

may take on characteristics of one of these art forms or any combin-

ation and adapt them to various conventional theatre practices. 

These theatrical practices or stage conventions, for the purpose 

of critically analyzing a stage design, will be identified and dis-

cussed as parts of the whole. This will allow the examination of 

individual conventions to discover their function and relationship to 

the art form. 

Stage conventions can be broken down into a number of 

categories which are common to current theatrical practice: 

1. Box Setting 
2. Wing, Border and Backdrop Setting 
3. Portal, Wing, Border and Backdrop Setting with Profiled 

or Three-dimensional Set Pieces 
4. Set Pieces in Front of Cyclorama or Backdrop 
5. Drapery Settings with Props 
6. Projected Scenery on Backdrops or Cycloramas 
7. An Arrangement of Platforms and Levels'̂  

^Lynn Pecktal, Designing and Painting for the Theatre (New 
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1975), p. 14. 
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Box Setting 

The box set is an interior setting creating a room enclosure 

of essentially three walls and a ceiling. A setting of this nature 

must be designed with regard to architectural detail and may include 

the application of three-dimensional relief. Special considerations 

must also be given to the selection of fumishings and period decor. 

Wing, Border and Backdrop 

The wing, border and backdrop setting fumishes a painted 

background for the scene by employing the traditional wings and 

borders of the eighteenth century. The wings are vertical units 

positioned on the sides of the acting area at regulár intervals to 

mask the offstage space from the audience's view. The borders are 

hung horizontally above the acting area from the right to left con-

cealing the upper part of the stage house. The wings and borders are 

on the line of sight narrowing as they move upstage away from the 

audience. Every few yards another set of wings and borders are 

placed in view masking more of the backstage area. Finally, a 

backdrop is introduced concealing the remaining unmasked area while 

completing the pictorial background for the scene. A number of these 

sets of wings, borders and backdrops may be used to provide as many 

different backgrounds as may be needed for a particular play. 

Portal, Wing, Border and Backdrop Setting with Profiled 
or Three-dimensional set pieces 

The portal is a three-diraensional, three-sided, framed unit of 

rigid construction similar to the wing and border, in both silhouette 
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and function. Additional portals are positioned at regular intervals 

upstage, parallel to the audience. These portals are strictly used 

as masking devices to conceal the backstage areas and little decor-

ation is usually employed. The set piece that is within the portal 

frame often is a profile of three-dimensional appearance—the illusion 

of a three-dimensional architectural form through the use of two-

dimensional flat construction. The silhouette that is achieved 

through the perspective cut away creates a three-dimensional 

illusion. A three-dimensional scenic element with architectural 

details and/or a profile unit will be related to the portal in style, 

creating a visual unity. 

Set Pieces in Front of a Cyclorama or Backdrop 

Set pieces either consist of smaller scenic elements which 

can be placed in a free standing position or moved on and off stage 

fixed to wagons or tumtables. These set pieces rely greatly upon 

their three-dimensional qualities relating them to architecture and 

sculpture. This setting more frequently is placed within the central 

acting area. This enables the scenic element to be silhouetted 

against a cyclorama or backdrop. The backing units of a cyclorama or 

backdrop may be in a horse-shoe shape, traveling the perimeter of 

the acting area, and masking the backstage areas. 

Drapery Setting with Props 

The entire visual element or look of the show is dependent 

upon the selection of individual pieces of fumiture and stage 

properties. The draperies will surround the stage providing masking. 
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Projected Scenery on Backdrops or Cycloramas 

This setting, while using set pieces and properties, is 

largely dependent upon the use of projected scenery. Images are cast 

from the front or rear onto the backdrops or cycloramas. Realistic 

scenery or special effects can be projected on these surfaces pro-

viding a complete design for the setting. 

An Arrangement of Platforms and Levels 

Many levels or platforms can be arranged in numerous config-

urations to allow a variety of acting areas, and free movement 

throughout the space. 

The number of stage conventions described above are by no 

means all encompassing. In many cases these conventions may be 

mixed and matched. All of these conventions, however, can be 

incorporated into each of four types of stage settings. The follow-

ing types of stage settings can be achieved by using any one of the 

staging conventions previously raentioned: 

1. Single Settings 
2. Multiple (individual) Settings 
3. Unit Settings ^ 
4. Simultaneous Scene Settings 

Single Settings 

When there are no requirements in the play that dictate a 

change of locale, a single setting is usually designed to serve the 

action of the play. The single setting has no scene changes other 

than the possibility of fumiture and props. Any one of the stage 

^lbid., pp. 14-17. 
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conventions can fall into this category as a single setting. 

Multiple (individual) Settings 

When a play requires many different locales, it dictates the 

use of a multiple setting. The multiple setting requires shifting 

elements to reveal one scene at a time. Depending on the shifting 

apparatus used, any one of the stage conventions raay be utilized. For 

instance, a number of box set interiors could be shifted with large 

wagons or tumtables. The wing, border and backdrop setting, for 

example, could be used for numerous scenes and shifted through the use 

of a counterweight flying system. 

Unit Set 

The unit set is designed to function for several different 

scenes. The set can utilize moveable pieces such as wagons or turn-

tables, however the unit is designed for an honest approach to the 

problem of playing scene after scene within the same area. The use 

of light can blend the scenes artistically creating the effect of 

different locales. The unit set may take on the form of an arrange-

ment of platforms and levels. In addition to these platform config-

urations the use of properties (fumiture and other set pieces) 

or projected scenery may add to the total visual design. 

Simultaneous Scene Settings 

The simultaneous setting has two or more individual locales 

viewed by the audience at one time. An interior box set with an 

interior is considered a simultaneous setting. Other examples may 
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include a realistic situation as previously mentioned or a formal 

arrangement of locales that can be separated or collectively brought 

together with the use of light. Even though the scenic designer 

manipulates the stage conventions and the common elements of design 

in his own way, he still approaches the stage as either a painter, 

a sculptor or an architect. The scenic designer brings to the stage 

those techniques which are common to the painter, sculptor and the 

architect. 

As a painter, the theatre artist deals with the proscenium 

stage as a picture frame. He uses two-dimensional scenery as can-

vases illustrating the various locales required in the play. 

As a sculptor, the scenic designer deals with the stage as 

a three-dimensional space. He has the opportunity to create very 

plastic forms; and through the use of stage lighting they may be 

intensified. 

As an architect the scenic designer deals with the stage as a 

structural environment to aid the action and often creates moving 

elements—machines—that stage the story. 

A scenic designer will exhibit the personal traits of a paint-

er, sculptor, architect or an eclectic combination of these. 

The prime difference between the art of an easel painter 
and that of a theatre designer (and for that matter architect 
and sculptor, too) is that the theatre designer is practicing 
an interpretive art which deals in four diraensions at the same 
time. The first three dimensions are those normal to both the 
painter and the sculptor, but the theatre artist employs the 
fourth-dimension of time-space." 

Jo Mielziner, "Death of a Painter," American Artist, November 
1949, p. 35. 
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This consideration of the fourth-diraension, for Jo Mielziner, 

seemed to separate the art of scenic design from that of the other 

visual arts; however, studio artists of this century have frequently 

experimented in that direction. Such noteworthy artists as Alexander 

Calder and George Ricky have designed moving sculptures using the 

time-space relationship found on the stage. The scenic designer 

approaches this fourth-dimensional concept, as before, in his own way. 

He may use a method similiar to the sculptors answer to the time-space 

relationship. But whatever he decides to do, the scene shifting 

devices will directly affect any personal style in which he works. 

The traditional means of shifting scenery was accomplished 

behind the act curtain concealed frora the audiences view. However 

today, the twentieth century theatre relies greatly upon shifting 

scenery in view as another exciting element of the design. The shift-

ing scenic forras add a sculptural element to the design, and often 

adds some magic to the perforraance. 

Once again a coramon bond has been established between the art 

of the stage and the studio artist. In light of this, a final criteria 

is selected for consideration. The criteria recorded by Heinrich 

Woltflin in his Prínciples of Art History and commonly applied by art 

historians to the exaraination and interpretation of style in painting, 

sculpture and architecture, consists of several opposing raodes of per-

ception. These are equally useful when applied to the interpretation 

of style in scenic design. The following text presents these opposing 

modes of perception or concepts to be used in this study. 
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Linear Style and Painterly Style 

The first opposing mode of perception to be considered deals 

with the development from a linear to a painterly style. The linear 

style is seen in lines and frequently is interpreted on stage in 

overlapping planes. These planes may be represented on stage in the 

form of wing and border arrangements. This convention relies upon the 

use of silhouette to create depth in space. The linear points to the 

contour or the outline of things which is first sought by the eye. 

"The eye is led along the boundaries and induced to feel along the 

edges."^ The stage setting for The Golden Apple, 1954, (Fig. 1), 

designed by William and Jean Eckart provides an example of linear 

style. Note the silhouettes and the definition of forms which are 

characteristic of this style. When attention is drawn away from the 

edges a more painterly approach is achieved. "A painterly style blurs 

the edges, merges objects and gives an illusory and shifting appear-

Q 

ance to objects." Definite forms have lost their shape and appear 

to be converging with each other. Edges seem to multiply making it 

increasingly raore difficult for the "individual parts to assert their 
Q 

validity as plastic values." Often it is the moody and shadowy stage 

^Heinrich Wolfflin, Principles of Art History, (New York: 
Henry Holt and Co., 1932), p. 18. 

^lbid., p. 19. 

Ibid., p. 65. 
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lighting of three-dimensional scenic elements or the loose and text-

ural painting of a backdrop that achieves the painterly modes on 

stage. A painterly style is represented here with the setting for 

Up in Central Park, 1945, (Fig. 2), designed by Howard Bay. The 

visual image is seen in patches, as impressions of objects emerge 

without hard edges. 

Plane Depth and Recessional Depth 

The second pair of concepts has to deal with the organization 

of compositional space, with the relationship of either plane or 

recessional depth. Plane depth is achieved when the stage is 

organized in a series of flat two-diraensional scenic units totally 

dependent on well-defined silhouettes. These planes are usually 

parallel to the picture plane or in this case to the proscenium arch. 

A sense of plane depth is provided by the designer Oliver Smith in the 

setting of Hello Dolly, 1954, (Fig. 3). This design clearly illus-

trates the use of an outline to enclose the visual eleraents. The 

flat fraraes are set into definite planes for the audience. 

Recessional depth is achieved when the sense of the plane is 

broken. Whenever the visual space goes back on the diagonal or when 

sharp forshortened lines are present, recessional depth is being used. 

The design for Camelot, 1960, (Fig. 4), designed as well by Oliver 

Smith was created with three-dimensional set pieces receeding away 

from the audience. 
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Fig. 1. The Golden Apple, 1954, William and Jean Eckart 

Fig. 2. Up in Central Park, 1945, Howard Bay. 
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Fig. 3. Hello Dolly, 1954, Oliver Smith. 

Fig. 4. Caraelot, 1960, Oliver Sraith. 
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Closed and Open Coraposition 

Closed composition pertains to those objects that are rigidly 

framed and enclosed. It suggests a stable, limited and unchanged 

world. "The tectonic style (closed) is always the cereraonial style, 

and will always be adapted when an impressive effect is airaed at." 

The entire picture has a self-contained entity, that all visual 

qualities are pointing back to itself. An exaraple of closed 

composition is shown by the work of Ming Cho Lee with the setting, 

Roberts Devereux, 1970, (Fig. 5). The large architectural eleraents, 

of this design, enclose the stage space. 

Open coraposition on the other hand suggest an outside world. 

"The style of open form everywhere points out beyond itself and pur-

posely looks limitless."-'- The open form of coraposition is shown in 

the setting Beethoven, (Fig. 6), designed by, Arlel Balif. The design 

provides a limitless sky that encourages all the forms to flow beyond 

the stage picture. 

Multiplicity and Visual Unity 

Multiple unity allows the individual details to retain their 

identity while fitting harmoniously into a whole. The scenic design 

achieves its unity by making all the individual scenic eleraents 

independent as free raembers of the whole. The stage setting, Death 

of a Salesman, 1949, '(Fig. 7), deelsnôd by Jo Ií,iv*»iziner shpws a 

^°Ibid., pp. 124-125. 

lllbid. 



Fig. 5. Roberts Devereux, 1970, Ming Cho Lee, 

Fig. 6. Beethoven, N.D.A., Ariel Balif 
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multiple unity in design. The design while achieving unity can still 

be divided into smaller units. 

Whereas in the unified unit or compressed unity the details 

disappear and the individual elements of the design cannot be dis-

tinguished. These individual eleraents can not be separated frora the 

whole design. As for unified unity, the setting Hamlet, 1923, (Fig. 

8), designed by Robert Edmond Jones serves as a classic example. 

Relative and Absolute Clarity 

The contrast between the extreraes in clarity are sirailar to 

the contrast between painterly and linear. Clarity stresses light 

whereas the other stresses coraposition. The character of the stage 

picture being clear and unclear is often dependent upon the use of 

stage lighting. A stage design viewed with relative clarity is 

Die Frau Ohne Schatten, 1966, (Fig. 9), designed by Robert O'Heam. 

The dark forboding corners of the stage dissolve any clarity from the 

design in terms of the total picture. 

All dimensional scenery displayed on the stage raay be 

illurainated evenly creating a very clear picture or selective parts 

of the stage and scenery raay be streaked with light to create an un-

clear iraage. The stage design for Blooraer Girl, 1944, (Fig. 10), 

designed by Lemuel Ayers provides an example of absolute clãrity. 

This system of analysis therefore, consists of the criteria 

for examination which includes the following parts previously intro-

duced: the elements of design, the theatrical stage conventions, and 

the modes of perception. It is hoped that anyone atterapting to 
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Fig. 7. Death of a Salesman, 1949, Jo Mielziner, 

Fig. 8. Haralet, 1923, Robert Edraond Jones. 
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Fig. 9. Die Frau Ohne Schatten, 1966, Robert O'Hearn. 

Fig. 10. Bloomer Girl, 1944, Lemuel Ayers. 
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examine and analyze a stage design will first familiarize hiraself 

with these criteria and approach the task with a solid knowledge of 

all of them at his disposal. 



CHAPTER III 

A BIOGRAPHY 

Peter Sidney Larkin was bom in Boston, Massachusetts, August 

26, 1926. His parents, Oliver W. and Ruth (Mclntire) Larkin were 

both of New England families. 

Oliver Waterman Larkin of Medford, Massachusetts was interested 

at an early age in painting, drawing and dramatics. He graduated in 

1914 with honors from the Perley Free School. He entered Harvard 

College, majored in French and Latin, and received his Bachelor of 

Arts degree as a Phi Beta Kappa in 1918. Oliver Larkin was encouraged 

to becorae an art teacher by his father and his teachers at Harvard. 

In 1919 he obtained his Master of Arts degree from Harvard and retumed 

as an Assistant in Fine Arts two years later. While employed at 

Harvard, he pursued his interest in theatre by directing plays and 

designing scenery for Lincoln House—a settlement house in the Boston 

area. 

He became an assistant professor of art history in 1924 at 

Smith College, Northarapton, Massachusetts and obtained a full profess-

orship there in 1931. He continued directing plays and designing 

scenery while working at Smith until his retirement in 1950. 

Oliver Larkin contributed numerous articles and book reviews 

to various periodicals, throughout his career as an art educator. 

29 
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However, his greatest literary achievement was writing the renowned 

book, Art and Life in America. He won a Pulitzer Prize in history for 

the book—a survey of American art from its beginnings in the seven-

teenth century up to 1945. The book traces the development of paint-

ing, sculpture, architecture and, to a lesser extent, the minor arts 

12 as it relates to the general social and cultural background. 

Ruth Larkin was a dancer. After receiving training in ballet, 

she worked in the Settlement house theatre in and around Boston. Ruth 

Larkin married Oliver Larkin on July 30, 1925. 

Peter Larkin describes his mother as a very beautiful woman. 

My mother was extremely gregarious and lived quite a fantasy 
life, I think and had a wonderful time and everyone loved her. . . 
she encouraged the impractical in rae which was waiting to burst 
out. . . she would make up things, play out stories, she was very 
inventive. . . ^ 

Both Peter Larkin's mother and father were very influential 

in His early artistic development. His father would encourage him to 

draw and paint everyday. During the summer. . ."in the mornings 

before I could go out and play, I had to draw and paint. It was a 

sort of thing I did but didn't understand it at the time, but I'm 

14 very glad I did it. . ." Peter Larkin began drawing when he was 

five or six and continued to draw and paint throughout his childhood. 

Everyone in the family seemed to exhibit a talent for drawing and 

12 
Oliver W. Larkin, Current Biography, ed. Anna Rothe, Who's 

New and Wliy, 1950 (New York: H."W. Wilson Co., 1951), pp. 321-324. 
13 
Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 24 

July 1981. 

Ibid. 
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painting—his aunt, his grandfather and his father. Peter Larkin 

illustrated a book entitled The Ups and Downs of Emily, reportedly 

written by a local authoress of some note—R. H. Sessions, (Fig. 11). 

He worked on the illustrations an entire summer. Throughout the year, 

He continued practicing his sketching or as he refers to it: "Scrib-

bling". 

Peter Larkin's early education was at Deerfield Academy—a 

secondary boys school in Deerfield, Massachusetts. Deerfield's 

priraary objective was to offer the kind of education that enabled its 

students to assurae an active role in the world around them. 

There were no art classes at this ivy league prep school. 

"People who were interested in art were suspect in the same way that 

people who smoked cigarettes were suspect, so there really wasn't an 

art course." The absence of art classes at this school didn't 

discourage Larkin. He did illustrations (Fig. 12), for the school 

paper and illustrated the annual, (Fig. 13), for his graduating year 

at Deerfield, 1944. 

One way or the other during these early years Peter Larkin was 

pointed toward the theatre. His father directed an amateur group 

called the Northampton Players which was made up of local people; 

and while a member of the Smith faculty, Oliver Larkin both directed 

and designed productions at the college,(Fig. 14). This avocation of 

his father's might well explain Peter Larkin's attraction to the 

theatre. Whatever the reason, either his mother's dramatic flare, or 

Ibid. 
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Fig, 11. The Ups and Downs of Emily, Peter Larkin, Illustrator, p. 29 
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his father's consistent encouragement, Peter Larkin was prepared to 

pursue a career in the theatre. Upon graduation from Deerfield, Peter 

Larkin first, went to New York and sought a career as an illustrator 

and cartoonist. Repeatedly he submitted cartoons to various mag-

azines , to have only a few publish his work. The Saturday Evening 

Post had earlier printed two of his cartoons. He worked for Frank 

Robbins of the Johnny Hazard comic strip. "I wasn't good enough, my 

(drawing) style was to individually developed. . .1 did work on 

1 £. 

sorae of the story ideas and character developments." After these 

early attempts at cartooning, Peter Larkin went to work for a build--

ing contractor, building houses at Woodstock, New York. 

Peter Larkin enrolled at the Yale Drama School in 1946. He 

and his father met with Donald Oenslager, the head of the design 

department at Yale. Interestingly enough, Oenslager had been Oliver 

Larkin's student at Harvard. "We thought it was sort of amusing that 

it should have come full circle. . . I was a little younger than the 

average person who was going there." Peter Larkin enrolled in a 

four year undergraduate program. He no doubt had to take classes 

with graduate students in the design area. 

Peter Larkin's friend and roommate at Yale, Melvin Borne, 

described Larkin as being terrific in school. He was the fair haired 

boy. Everyone was fond of him. Borne continued. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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Peter is extremely funny. One of the best senses of humor 
I have ever known. The fun we had working together was because 
of his humor'. . . He is a tireless worker, he is a tireless 
experimentor. We tried to do things, we just kept trying, it 
was never a chore, it was always a joumey, a new discovery.^8 

While at Yale both Peter Larkin and Mel Bome were influenced 

by raany individuals. Bome provided this account of several teachers 

that he believes had an effect on Larkin as well as hiraself. 

The two teachers that really raade a difference at Yale, 
the one that was the most helpful, the greatest influence 
probably for most designers was Frank Bevin, not Donald 
Oenslager. . . Don who taught scene design, had a great desire 
and a great sincerity but the inspirational teacher, the man who 
sort of took us beyond the nuts and bolts was Frank. With 
Frank it was more costume design and general aesthetics of the 
theatre.^9 

Another influential teacher was Professor Alois Nagler. 

Larkin mentioned several names who influenced him while he was at 

Yale, Frank Bevin for costumes, Ed Cole for technical direction, 

Oren Parker and Donald Oenslager for scenic design. It was Oenslager, 

with his connection with the professional theatre, who came to Yale 

every Saturday morning to criticize each young designer's work. 

Larkin looked forward to these sessions and spent many late evenings 

preparing his designs. " . . . everybody would congregate up on our 

floor on Friday nights when we were preparing for a Saturday with 

Don."20 

The one individual who was more influential than any of the 

teachers at Yale and who Larkin continued to admire through the years 

•'•̂ lnterview with Melvin Bome, New York City, 25 June 1980 

19ibid. 

20 
Ibid. 
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was Robert Edmond Jones. " . . . the one man who was the greatest 

influence upon us up there was Robert Edmond Jones. He was a guest 

lecturer at Yale, and he was by far the greatest inspiration for any 

9 1 

designer, . . . " Jones was the raost serious influence, for Larkin» 

in scene design. He admits to the strong influence of Robert Edmond 

Jones. Little resemblence to Jones' designs however, is apparent in 

Larkin's work: "It doesn't look like it necessarily in what I do or 

what I've been doing. . . it isn't sirailarity in appearence but it 

is a way of working on soraething. . ."22 He feels very grateful 

toward Jones and very fortunate to have known him the last few years 

of his life. Jones was always glad to see what Larkin was doing and 

would critique his work for him. Having a particular yankee kinship, 

Larkin felt a coramon language bond between them. "Jones was more 

inspirational to me . . . his way of thinking about the theatre was 

really a romantic way and had rauch raore appeal." "̂  The men corres-

ponded with each other. Jones' letters no doubt were a form of 

encouragement to this young designer. "We spent a lot of tirae with 

Jones, socially. Going to the theatre . . . raany discussions about 

what was going on in the theatre and how the theatre raight change, 

and what the theatre would corae to in long discussions with Bobby."24 

To this day, Peter Larkin feels that Robert Edmond Jones was 

21lbid. 

22Telephone interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 
24 July 1981. 

23ibid. 

9 A 

Interview with Melvin Bome, New York City, 25 June 1980. 
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"the best stage and costume designer we ever had." 

After completing their first year of college, both Larkin and 

Borne joined an organization which became the first off Broadway 

theatre in New York City—The Cherry Lane Theatre. Many students from 

Yale and Carnegie Tech and a few from Smith College were involved in 

this theatre group. 

At the conclusion of their second year at Yale, both Mel 

Borne and Peter Larkin decided to leave school, and pursue their 

chosen careers. 

The first season after Yale, Larkin designed in Florida doing 

summer stock at the Artillery Lane Playhouse, St. Augustine, Florida. 

He soon called upon Mel Borne to join him. Together they built and 

painted every show, while each designed alternate shows. These years 

of close association led Larkin and Borne to a lasting friendship. 

The next few years Peter Larkin spent working for a number of summer 

theatres at Westport, Wellesley, Lake Hopateong and Marblehead. The 

only positions not limited to summer stock were with the St. 

Augustine and Wellesley theatres. At the Artillery Lane Playhouse, 

Larkin worked through the winter because of their long season. When 

he worked at Wellesley Summer Theatre, the school retained him as an 

instructor in the speech department the following winter. 

After accumulating a sizable portfolio of designs from his 

summer theatre experiences, Larkin went to New York and interviewed 

25 
Telephone interview with Peter Larkin, 24 July 1981. 

Interview with Melvin Borne, New York City, 25 June 1980. 
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with George Schaefer, artistic director for the New York City Center. 

Schaef er liked what he saw so much that he immediately commissioned 

Larkin to design the settings for the City Center's revival in 1951 of 

The Wild Duck, starring Maurice Evans and Diana Lynn. Later that 

same season, he designed First Lady for the Center. It was through 

that first contract, a producer Maurice Evans saw Larkin's work and 

later commissioned him to design, Dial "M" for Murder, in 1952. 

Broadway's swing to Larkin was imraediate and contagious. 

After association with the box office hits of Dial "M" for Murder and 

Teahouse of the August Moon, he continued a successful career with 

other equally famous productions. He created the ballet setting of 

A Streetcar Naraed Desire in 1952, for the choreographer Valerie 

Bettis. In 1954, Larkin designed two shows—Ondine with Audrey 

Hepbum and Mel Ferrer, and Peter Pan, with Mary Martin. The follow-

ing year Larkin's designs were used for the television production of 

Peter Pan. Also in 1955, he provided the setting for the popular 

draraatization of the 1925 Scopes "raonkey trial", Inherit the Wind, in 

which the state of Tennessee prosecuted a public school science 

teacher for telling his classes about Darwin's theory of evolution. 

Ed Begley, Tony Randall, and Paul Muni were the three principals in 

that cast. That same year Ira Levin's coraedy hit No Tirae for Sergeants 

with Myron McCormick, Andy Griffith and Roddy McDowell was designed 

for producer Maurice Evans. He became one of the most sought after 

young craftsmen on the Broadway scene. Within four seasons Larkin was 

considered one of the American theatre's top designers. These begin-

ning years in Larkin's career brought raany awards which increased 
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his fame. He was presented the Variety award for best designer of 

the year in 1954, and again in 1955. Likewise the Donaldson award for 

best designer of the year was his in 1954 and 1955. Awards given to 

Larkin for specific shows, were the Antoinette Perry Award (Tony) 

—for both Ondine, 1954, and Teahouse of the August Moon, 1953, (Fig. 

15 ; and the Outer Critics Circle special citation in 1955 for both the 

drama nherit the Wind, and the comedy No Time for Sargeants. (Fig.16). 

The escalating career of this young designer created rauch 

notoriety and was somewhat unique; however, his meteoric rise was to be 

followed by a sudden and unpredictable fall frora favor when raany shows 

that he designed were not the box office hits of previous years. 

Freddy Feller of Theatre Technique Inc. provides this account of 

Larkin's work: 

Some of Peter's greater work came later, but unless you have 
a hit in this business . . . if it's a flop, forget it . . . no 
matter how fantastic he did . . . he might as well forget the 
show because nobody hears about it, nobody knows what went on. ' 

Every designer has this problem on Broadway and it seeras 

Larkin has had his share of discouragement. When this happens many 

désigners tum to other raeans of eraployment. Peter Feller explains, 

"I've seen him give up very renumerative jobs for a theatre job that 

wouldn't pay him a quarter as rauch just because he wants to be in-

volved with the other Q:heatre] ." No matter how disappointed he 

may have gotten in those years he never left the theatre for other 

employment. Larkin always earned his livelihood in the theatre, even 

^^Telephone Interview with Freddy Feller, 25 June 1980 

^^Telephone interview with Peter Feller, 25 June 1980. 
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Fig. 15. Peter Larkin, 1953, photograph. 
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Fig. 16. Peter Larkin, 1954, photograph 
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when design jobs were lacking. At one time Larkin worked for Peter 

Feller, at Theatre Techniques Inc, one of the largest scenic studios 

in New York City, where he drafted the shop drawings needed for scenery 

construction. Very few Broadway designers do their own shop drawings, 

leaving them, instead, to the scene studios, so he took advantage 

of this situation. According to Feller, Larkin is exceptionally good 

at drafting. He has both accuracy and speed. 

We employed Peter for a period, you know designers have 
ups and downs, so it was during one of his slight periods. 
He wouldn't go to work as assistant to another designer but he 
did go to work for rae doing shop drawings on other designer's 
shows. He worked on maybe two dozen shows on and off. . . He 
was an asset to me because he's the fastest draftsraan in the west 
and a very good technical draft of mechanics and things. Based 
on a couple of discussions he could tum out 2-3 shop drawings. 

As a draftsman, Peter Larkin has been considered better than 

raost designers. In repeated interviews his conteraporaries have 

praised hira as a raarvelous draftsraan, providing drawings "like nobody 

has done including Boris Aronson, Bobby Jones and Jo Mielziner.""^^ 

This skill that Larkin developed over the years has become a very 

important tool for his own designs. "I like doing ray own drafting 

because I have control over it . . . drafting is just as personal as 

designing, . . . I'ra only interested in drafting ray designs so they 

carae out looking the way I want them to look."^^ Larkin's drafting 

skill is but another facet of his many talents. 

For many years Peter Larkin has repeatedly served not only as 

2^Ibid. 

^^Telephone interview with Ed Kook, 18 June 1980. 

-^^Telephone interview with Peter Larkin, 24 July 1981. 
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designer but consultant to the Eugene 0'Neill Theatre Center. 

George White, director of the center and founder of the National 

Playwright Conference described Larkin as a unique designer with 

"a good analytical mind." The National Playwrights Conference was 

developed as a project committed to assisting in the development of 

new playwrites. In 1966, after the first conference, many playwrites 

were asked to submit plays with their ideal cast, designer, director 

and producer. The group selected two plays: one about Edward Gordon 

Craig and another about Nathan Bedford Forrest, the great southern 

civil war general. The author, Joel Lyleainsky requested for his 

ideal cast, Joseph Weisraan and Jaraes Edwards; Loyle Richards to direct 

and Peter Larkin to design. George White remarked, 

We were just beginning at the O'Neill then and all these 
people were so inaccessible and so monumental to me while I 
thought, oh well, what the hell, we can't lose anything so I 
called them up and we got everyone except Joseph Weisman."32 

Peter Larkin was in that first great company and designed Bedford 

Forrest. Since this first initial involvement, he has been asked to 

come back periodically to work with the New Plâ nA/rights Conference. 

Late in 1968, the conference was getting too elaborate with scenery 

so Larkin developed a set of modules, (Fig. 17). This module concept 

has been embraced by all our new playwrites and is still being used 

today by everyone in our play readings. George White summed up Peter 

Larkin's involvement with the Playwrights Conference to date, "he 

guided the playwrites, he has worked on the selection committee, he's 

32 
Telephone interview with George l^ite, 25 June 1980 
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really an incredible consultant to playwrights and people like that, 

very helpful to them like that, he's got a good anaytical mind from a 

dramaturgicai point of view as well, an unusual thing in designers 

perhaps." 

This characteristic of Larkin's is exemplified in the very 

approach he uses to execute a design. He explains his step by step 

process when designing a production, 

Whether it's with the director or the producer, I always 
try to do the same thing with every play, or musical, which is 
to try and find out what the thrust of the script is, and find 
some kind of image that will capture that, either obviously or 
subliminally or a little of each, to find something to put on 
stage that will tell the audience what sort of thing or evening 
they are going to have.-̂ ^ 

This comment is reminiscent of what Robert Edmond Jones stated 

in his book, The Dramatic Imagination, concerning the stage setting: 

A setting is not just a beautiful thing, a collection of 
beautiful things. It is a presence, a mood, a warm wind fanning 
the drama to flarae. It is an expectancy, a foreboding, a tension. 
Its says nothing, but it gives everything. 

It is this expectancy that Larkin searches for early in the 

development of the design. He tries to develop a symbol to communicate 

the meaning of the play. Larkin continues: "if its a social oriented 

play like the Leopold and Loeb play we used the Chicago Loop to sug-

gest the compulsion of the crime." The Leopole and Loeb play 

^^lbid. 

Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 24 
July 1981. 

-'-'Robert Edraond Jones, The Draraatic Iraagination, (New York: 
Theatre Arts Books, 1949), p. 26. 

^^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, N.Y.C., 24 July 1981. 
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mentioned here is Compulsion, by Meter Levin. Corapulsion is an 

episodic drama of twenty scenes about the case histories of Richard 

Loeb and Nathan Leopold, the young homosexual thrill seekers who 

brutally raurdered little Bobby Franks in Chicago. The steel structure 

of the Chicago Loop reinforced the dramatic statement, creating a 

visual symbol for the play. Under no circurastances, is a designer 

guaranteed that every play will be as evocative as Corapulsion. 

Larkin continues by explaining, "if there is no central idea in the 

37 
play, then you're reduced to the role of the window dresser." A 

designer is limited to what he can do if the play requires a living 

room in which nothing of consequence is happening. The proper decor 

can be arranged limiting the designer's interpretive powers. "Its a 

sliding scale of design, occasionally there can be realistic room 

settings which are closer to evocation, certainly Jones is a master 

38 
of that." Repeatedly Larkin refers to R. E. Jones whenever talking 

about his scenic design philosophy. When asked if he had any part-

icular method or system for approaching his work, Larkin made the 

following comments: 

I read the play and outline it like a good little boy 
in history 1-D and I outline what happened and how many people 
are on stage at the time its happening, who leaves and who comes 
in, where they go, what's happening, how long the scene is, 
its a sort of a shorthand document that I do . . . 

Larkin writes an outline making notes concerning the action, "the flow 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

39 
^^lbid. 
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of the people," within the play. He then turns from a written format 

to a more graphic representation of the play. Making sure he under-

stands everything that he has written he then begins drawing what the 

people are doing, exactly as the author describes it. This process, 

depending on the production, can involve a great length of time. 

Peter Larkin recalls a conversation with R. E. Jones in reference to 

the amount of time a designer has to draw his plans and how that time 

element has changed through the years. Then he continues by explain-

ing the working relationship with the director and the visual aids 

he relys upon when planning the design. 

You know, you have less and less time, as you used to, 
everyone would say that, I"m sure, Jones at the time would 
say "we used to have six months to do a play and now I only have 
two months." Well, now some of us are down to only two weeks 
to figure it with a director before it goes into a shop.^ 

Larkin communicates with the director through sketches, and further 

discussions before he constructs a model. He usually makes rough 

models of all the shows to check visual sight lines and mechanical 

problems. "I only do the parts that interest me in how its going to 

i i 4 1 work, the engine parts as it were. I don't usually color them." 

Larkin is pictured here putting the finishing touches on his scale 

model of the abstract setting for Meyer Levin's dramatization of 

Compulsion (Fig. 18). In addition to a working raodel, Peter Larkin, 

as previously mentioned does raost of his drafting himself. He paints 

loid. 

^4bid. 

Ibid. 
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F i g . 18. Corapulsion, 1957, Larkin and raodel, 

^ 
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all the elevations at 1" = l'O" scale of each walled surface or back-

drop. "I like to keep it all under my own control which soraetimes is 

42 
good if there isn't too much to do." Peter Larkin's philosophy is 

concerned with the theatre of tomorrow. He's much more interested in 

talking about what he is doing next than what he has done in the past, 

He says thats what keeps him going, thinking about tommorrow. "When 

someone says, 'Oh, I remember that show you did,* I'm glad they 

remembered, but I'm really always wanting to say, 'But wait until you 

43 
see what I'm going to do nowj'" 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 



CHAPTER IV 

A CHRONOLOGY 

This chronology comprises a list of the various New York 

productions—plays, ballets and rausicals—with which Peter Larkin has 

been associated as set designer, costurae designer or lighting 

designer. 

For each production the following inforraation, when available, 

is provided: title of production, nuraber of acts and scenes, narae of 

author, type of setting, the producer for whora the designs were 

created, the director, the costurae designer, the lighting designer, 

the theatre where the production opened, the date opened and (in 

parenthesis) the number of performances of the New York run with 

previews listed first. 

52 
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1951-1952 SEASON 

THE WILD DUCK (revival) A drama in three. acts by 
Henrick Ibsen adapted by Max Faber 

Two box sets designed for New York City Theatre Corapany 
George Schaefer, artistic director. 
Staged by Morton DaCosta 
Costumes by Noel Taylor 
At the City Center, Deceraber 26, 1951. (15) 

FIRST LADY (revival) A comedy play in three acts 
by Katherine Dayton and George S. Kaufman 

Two box sets designed for New York City Theatre Corapany 
George Schaefer, artistic director. 
Staged by David Alexander 
Costumes by Noel Taylor 
At the City Center, May 28, 1952. (16) 

1952-1953 SEASON 

DIAL "M" FOR MURDER 
Frederick Knott 

A thriller in three acts by 

Single box set and lighting designed for James P. Sherwood; 
Associate producer, Emmit Rogers. 
Staged by Reginald Denham. 
Costumes by Noel Taylor 
At the Plyraouth Theatre, October 29, 1952. (552) 

A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE A ballet 

Set pieces designed for Slavenska-Franklin Ballet 
Choreographed by Valerie Bettis 
Music by Alec North 
Costuraes by Saul Bolasni 
At the Century Theatre, Deceraber 8, 1952. 

^ 
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1953-1954 SEASON 

THE TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON A comedy in three acts 
by John Patrick, based on the novel by Vern Sneider 

Multiple unit set pieces in front of a backdrop with 
lighting designed for Maurice Evans, in association with 
George Schaefer 
Staged by Robert Lewis 
Costumes by Noel Taylor 
At the Martin Beck Theatre, October 15, 1953. (1,027) 

ONDINE A play in three act by Jean Giraudoux 
adapted by Maurice Valency 

Three locales represented by portal, wing, border and back-
drop settings designed for the Plâ nArrights Company. 
Staged by Alfred Lunt 
Costumes by Richard Whorf 
Lighting by Jean Rosenthal 
At the Forty-Sixth Street Theatre, February 18, 1954. (175) 

1954-1955 SEASON 

PETER PAN A new musical version of the play 
by James M. Marrie 
Music by Mark Charlap 
Lyrics by Carolyn Leigh 

A raultiple set utilizing wing, border, backdrop with three-
diraensional set pieces designed for Edwin Lester's production 
presented by Richard Halliday. 
Staged by Jerorae Robbins 
Costuraes by Motley 
Lighting by Peggy Clark 
At the Winter Garden, October 20, 1954. (152) 
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INHERIT THE WIND A play in three acts by Jerorae 
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee 

A simultaneous setting, designed for Herman Shumlin 
in association with Margo Jones 
Staged by Herraan Shumlin 
Costumes by Ruth Morley 
Lighting by Feder 
At the National Theatre, April 21, 1955. (806) 

1955-1956 SEASON 

NO TIME FOR SERGEANTS A comedy in two acts 
by Ira Levin, adapted frora the novel by Mac Hyman 

A multiple set show which incorporated wing and drop 
scenery with small set pieces and props designed for Maurice 
Evans, in association with Emmett Rogers 
Staged by Morton DaCosta 
Costimies by Noel Taylor 
Lighting by Peggy Clark 
At the Alvin Theatre, October 20, 1955 (796) 

SHANGRI-LA A rausical in two acts based on 
Jaraes Hilton's Novel, Lost Horizon, book and lyrics 
by Mr. Hilton, Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee; 
music by Harry Warren. 

Setting designed for Robert Fryer and Lawrence Carr 
Staged by Albert Marre 
Costumes by Irene Sharaff 
At the Winter Garden, June 13, 1956. (21) 
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1956-1957 SEASON 

NEW FACES OF '56 Musical revue in two acts 
Music and lyrics most by June Carroll, Arthur Siegel, 
Marshall Barer, Dean Fuller, Murry Grand, Mat Dubey, 
Harold Karr, Irvin Graham, Ronny Graham, Paul Nassau, 
John Rox and Michael Brown. 

Set pieces in front of cyclorama designed for Leonard Sillman 
and John Roberts, in association with Yvette Schumer 
Staged by Leonard Sillman 
Costumes by Thomas Becker 
Lighting by Peggy Clark 
At the Ethel Barrymore Theatre, June 14, 1956. (220) 

THE TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON (revival) A comedy 
in three acts by John Patrick, based on the novel 
by Vern Sneider 

Multiple unit set pieces in front of a backdrop with 
lighting designed for the New York City Center Theatre 
Company, Jean Dalryraple, director 
Staged by Billy Matthews 
Costuraes by Noel Taylor 
At the New York City Center of Music and Draraa, November 
8, 1956. (14) 

PROTECTIVE CUSTODY A play in three acts by 
Howard Richardson and William Bemey 

A unit set with concentric circle revolves and costuraes 
designed for Anerson Lawler, in association with Will 
Lester Productions 
Staged by Herbert Berghof 
Lighting by Lee Watson 
At the Ambassador Theatre, December 28, 1956. (3) 
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GOOD AS GOLD A comedy in 'two acts by John Patrick, 
based on the novel by Alfred Toombs 

Set pieces and backdrops designed for Cheryl Crawford, 
with William Myers, by arrangement with Angus Equities, Ltd, 
Staged by Albert Marre 
Costumes by Noel Taylor 
Lighting by Al Alloy 
At the Belasco Theatre, March 7, 1975. (4) 

1957-1958 SEASON 

COMPULSION A play in two acts with twenty scenes 
by Meyer Levin based on the novel by Mr. Levin 

A wing and drop set with raoveable pieces as a unit 
designed for Michael Myerberg, in association with Len S 
Gruenberg 
Staged by Alex Segal 
Costumes by John Boxer 
Lighting by Charles Elson 
At the Ambassador Theatre, October 24, 1957. (140) 

MISS ISOBEL A play in three acts by Michael Plant 
and Denis Webb 

A simultaneous box set with exterior designed for 
Leonard Sillraan and John Roberts 
Staged by Cedric Hardwicke 
Costumes by Audre 
Lighting by Lee Watson 
At the Royal Theatre, Deceraber 26, 1957. (53) 

BLUE DENIM A coraedy in thee acts and four scenes, 
by Jaraes Leo Herlihy and Williara Noble 

A simultaneous box setting interior and exterior locale 
designed for Barbara Wolferman and Jaraes Haramerstein 
Staged by Joshua Logan 
Costuraes by Alvin Colt 
Lighting by Charles Elson 
At the Playhouse, February 27, 1958. (166) 
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1958-1959 SEASON 

GOLDILOCKS A rausical coraedy in two acts and eleven 
scenes. Book by Walter and Jean Kerr, Music by LeRoy 
Anderson, Lyrics by John Ford, Walter and Jean Kerr 

A wing and drop set with unit pieces designed for the 
Producers Theatre with Robert Whitehead 
Staged by Walter Kerr 
Costuraes by Castillo 
Lighting by Feder 
At the Lunt-Fontaine Theatre, October 11, 1958. (161) 

SHADOW OF A GUNMAN A draraa in two acts by 
Sean O'Casey 

A single set interior box set designed for Cheryl Crawford 
and Joel Schenker by arrangement with the Actor's Studio, Inc, 
Staged by Jack Garfein 
Costumes by Ruth Morley 
Lighting by Tharon Musser 
At the Bijou Theatre, November 19, 1958. (52) 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS A rausical coraedy in two acts and 
fifteen scenes. Book by Abe Currows, Based on Jane 
Austen's "Pride and Prejudice" and the play by Helen 
Jerorae, Music and Lyrics by Robert Goldman, Glenn 
Paxton and George Weiss. 

A wing and drop setting with properties designed for 
George Gilbert, Edward Spector and Jule Styne 
Staged by Abe Burrows 
Costuraes by Alvin Colt 
Lighting by Charles Elson 
At the Alvin Theatre, March 19, 1959. (84) 
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1959-1960 SEASON 

ONLY IN AMERICA A comedy in three acts 
by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee 
from the book by Harry Golden 

A simultaneous box set—interior and exterior with a 
backdrop designed for Herman Shumlin, 
Staged by Herman Shumlin 
Costumes by Ruth Morley 
Lighting by Tharon Musser 
At the Cort Theatre, November 19, 1959, (28) 

GREENWILLOW A musical coraedy in two acts and 
twenty-five scenes. 
Music and Lyrics by Frank Loesser 
Book by Lesser Sarauels and Frank Loesser 
Based on the novel by B. J. Chute. 

A wing and drop set with unit pieces designed for 
Robert A, Willey and Frank Productions Inc. 
Staged by George Roy Hill 
Costuraes by Alvin Colt 
Lighting by Abe Feder 
At the Alvin Theatre, March 8, 1960. (95) 

WILDCAT A musical 
by N. Richard Nash 

Scenic units with drops designed for Michael Kidd and 
N. Richard Nash 
Staged by Michael Kidd 
Costimies by Alvin Colt 
Lighting by Charles Elson 
At the Alvin Theatre, December 16, 1960. (172) 
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1961-1962 SEASON 

GIANTS, SONS OF GIANTS A drama in two acts 
by Joseph Kramm 

Scenery designed for Charles A. Totero and William F. 
Cioffi 
Staged by Joseph Kraram 
Costumes by Edith Lutyens Bel Geddes 
Lighting by Tharon Musser 
At the Alvin Theatre, January 6, 1962, (9) 

1962-1963 SEASON 

NOWHERE TO GO BUT UP A musical comedy in two acts and 
nine scenes 
Book and Lyrics, Jaraes Lipton 
Music, Sol Berkowitz 

A wing and drop setting and props designed for 
Kermit Bloomgarden and Herbert Freene with 
Steven H. Schever 
Staged by Sidney Lumet 
Cosutmes by Robert Fletcher 
Lighting by Tharon Musser 
At the Winter Garden, November 10, 1962. (9) 

1963-1964 SEASON 

MARATHON '33 A play with music 
by June Havoc 

A single set interior thrust forward designed for 
Actors Sudio with Julie Harris 
Staged by June Havoc 
Costumes by Noel Taylor 
Lighting by Thron Musser 
At the ANTA Theatre, December 22, 1963. (48) 
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THE SEAGULL Chekhov's play (revival) in 
repertory translated by Eva La Gallienne 

Scenery designed for the National Repertory Theatre, 
Michael Desell and Frances Ann Dougherty, directors; 
under the sponsorship of the American National Theatre 
and Academy 
Staged by Eva La Gallienne 
Costumes by Alvin Colt 
Lighting by Tharon Musser 
At the Belasco Theatre, April 5, 1964 

THE CRUCIBLE (revival) A play in two acts and five scenes 
by Arthur Miller 

Scenery designed for the National Repertory Theatre, 
Michael Dewell and Frances Ann Dougherty, directors; 
under the sponsorship of the American National Theatre and 
Academy 
Staged by Jack Sydow 
Costumes by Alvin Colt 
Lighting by Tharon Musser 
At the Belasco Theatre, April 6, 1964 

1965-1966 SEASON 

THE GREAT INDOORS A drama in three acts. 
by Irene Komp 

A simultaneous box set interior plus exterior designed 
for George W. George and Frank Granat with Geraldine 
Page and Curt Jurgens 
Staged by George Schaefer 
Costumes by Noel Taylor 
Lighting by Tharon Musser 
At the Eugene O'Neill Theatre, February 1, 1966 (7) 
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HAPPILY NEVER EVER A comedy in three acts and four 
scenes 
by J. A. Ross 

An interior box set designed for George W. George, and 
Frank Granat 
Staged by Joseph Anthony 
Costumes by Theoni V. Aldredge 
Lighting by Jean Rosenthal 
At the Eugene O'Neill Theatre, March 10, 1966. (4) 

1966-1967 SEASON 

HAIL SCRAWDYKEi A comedy in three acts and six 
scenes 
by David Halliwell 

A single interior box set designed for Si Litvinoff, Inc, 
in association with Jerry Leiber, Mike Staller and Gill 
Garfield by arrangement with Michael Codron, Ltd. 
Staged by Alan Arkin 
Costumes by Wilma Kim 
Lighting by Jules Fisher 
At the Booth Theatre, November 28, 1966 (8 previews) (8) 

1967-1968 SEASON 

SCUBA DUBA A coraedy in two acts 
by Bruce Jay Friedraan 

A single interior box set designed for Ivor David Balding 
in association with Alvin Ferleger and Gordon Crowe 
Staged by Jacques Levy 
Costumes by Willa Kim 
Lighting by Jules Fisher 
At the New Theatre, October 10, 1967. (704) 
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1969-1970 SEASON 

SHEEP ON THE RUNWAY 
four scenes 
by Art Buchwald 

A comedy in two acts and 

A single interior box set designed for Roger L. Stevens, 
Robert Whitehead and Robert W. Dowling 
Staged by Gene Saks 
Costumes by Jane Greenwood 
Lighting by Jules Fisher 
At the Helen Hayes Theatre, January 31, 1970 

(16 previews) (97) 

1970-1971 SEASON 

LES BLANCS A drama presented without intermisson 
by Lorraine Hansberry, final text adapted 
by Robert Hemiroff 

A space stage designed for Konrad Matthaei 
Staged by Jaohn Berry 
Costumes by Jane Greenwood 
Lighting by Neil Peter Jarapolis 
At the Longacre Theatre, November 15, 1970 

(30 previews) (40) 

1971-1972 SEASON 

TWIGS A draraa in two acts and four scenes 
by Feorge Furth 

A single interior box set designed for Frederick Brisson in 
association with Plum Productions, Inc 
Staged by Michael Bennett 
Costuraes by Sara Brook 
Lighting by David F. Segal 
At the Broadhurst Theatre, Noveraber 14, 1971 (312) 

fe\ 
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WISE CHILD A comedy in two acts and three 
scenes 
by Simon Grey 

A single interior box set designed for Paul Alter 
Staged by James Hammerstein 
Costumes by Jame Greenwood 
Lighting by Neil Peter Jampolis 
At the Helen Hayes Theatre, January 27, 1972. 

(13 previews) (4) 

1972-1973 SEASON 

LET ME HEAR YOU SMILE A coraedy in three acts 
by Leonor Thuna and Harry Canley 

A single interior box set designed for Michael and 
Barclay Ma Rae. 
Staged by Harry Canley at the Biltraore Theatre, 
January 19', 1973. (7 previews) (1) 

1973-1974 SEASON 

THIEVES A coraedy in two acts 
by Herb Gardner 

A single interior box set designed for Richard Scanga and 
Charles Grodin 
Staged by Charles Grodin 
Costuraes by Joseph G. Aulisi 
Lighting by Jules Fisher 
At the Broadhurst Theatre, April 7, 1974. (312) 

1967-1977 SEASON 

LADIES AT THE ALAMO A drama in two acts 
by Paul Zindel 

A single interior box set designed for Edgar Broufman, Jr. 
for Sagittarius Entertainraent, 
Staged by Frank Perry 
Costuraes by Ruth Morley 
Lighting by Marc Weiss 
At the Martin Beck Theatre, April 7, 1977. (3 previews) (20) 

; \ 
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1977-1978 SEASON 

DANCIN "A rausical entertainment" in three 
acts and thirteen scenes 
Conceived, directed, and choreographed by Bob Rosse 

Backdrop with set pieces designed for Jules Fisher, The 
Shubert Organization (Gerald Schoenfeld, Chairman; Bemard B, 
Jacobs, President, Columbia Pictures) 
Costumes by Willa Kira 
Lighting by Jules Fisher 
At the Broadhurst Theatre, March 27, 1978. (still running) 

1978-1979 SEASON 

G. R. POINT A drama in two acts 
by David Berry 

A unit set designed for Robert S. Fishko, Rick Hobard, and 
Donald Warfield 
Staged by William Devane 
Costumes coordinated by Laura J. Castro 
Lighting by Neil Peter Jarapolis and Jane Reisraan 
At the Playhouse Theatre, April 16, 1979. (24 previews) (32) 

BREAK A LEG A coraedy in two acts and ten scenes 
by Ira Levin 

A setting designed for Stephen R. Freidraan, Irwin Meyer 
and Kenneth D. Laub in association with Walter Mogull, 
Jerold H. Rubinstein and Wamer Plays, Inc 
Staged by Charles Nelson Reilly 
Costumes by Rheoni V. Aldredge 
Lighting by Marc B. Weiss 
At the Palace Theatre, April 29, 1979. (12 previews) (1) 

€\ 



CHAPTER V 

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS 

The analytical discussion of Peter Larkin's work has been 

limited to those productions included in the following chapter. The 

productions illustrated here are not all inclusive of his entire 

career, but do include his most representative work as well as that 

work which has received the widest acclaim by theatre critics and the 

theatre audience in New York City. 

The sketches, drawings, models and colored renderings are a 

means for the designer to communicate his thoughts and emotional 

responses to other raerabers of the production teara. They serve as 

working drawings for the theatrical scene shop to follow in the 

realization of the stage setting. They may become artistic efforts 

of value as self sufficient art works in themselves. 

The plates presented were selected from both private and public 

collections and of necessity are comprised of production photographs 

as well as original sketches. Both were necessary to support the 

comments offered and in some cases only one or the other was available 

for a given production. 

Peter Larkin has not retained a record of his career, but has 

permitted his work to pass freely on to his co-workers in the theatre 

and oftentimes» the location of an original sketch has been lost to 

both Larkin and his colleagues making the work impossible to photo-

66 
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graph for inclusion here. 

The author does feel that enough work was available to make 

the study valid and a worthwhile contribution to the wealth of know-

ledge available to students of the mid-twentieth century American 

Theatre. 
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Dial "M" for Murder 

Peter Larkin's first broadway experiences were with the New 

York City Center productions of The Wild Duck and First Lady. The 

success of these two revivals had an important influence upon Peter's 

early career. George Schaefer, the New York City Center's artistic 

director, and Maurice Evans were no doubt instriimental in helping 

Peter acquire his next job. Peter's first broadway hit show was the 

James P. Sherwood production of Dial "M" for Murder, starring Maurice 

Evans. This British thriller written in three acts, by Frederick 

Knott, was presented at the Plymouth Theatre, New York City, on 

October 29, 1952. 

In the play Î4aurice Evans, playing Tony Wendice, was the 

sinister husband of a woraan, played by Guste Huber, whom he married 

for her money and planned to murder for the sarae reason. He arranged 

the perfect raurder. He blackmails Anthony Dawson, a scoundrel he used 

to know, into strangling her for a fee of one thousand pounds, and 

arranged a brilliant alibi for himself. Unfortunately the raurderer 

gets raurdered and the victira survived. 

All the action of the play took place in one set—the living 

room of the Wendice's flat in London. Brooks Atkinson, in his New 

York Times review, described the scene, "Peter Larkin has supplied a 

living room sufficiently costly and attractive for fashionable 

homicide, . . . " The box set (Fig. 19) represented the living room 

^^Brooks Atkinson, "Dial 'M' for Murder," New York Times, 
30 October 1952, 41:2. 
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of a ground- floor apartment in a large house which had been converted 

into apartments. French windows were located stage right looking out 

onto the Charrington gardens. A small terrace was located immediately 

outside the windows. The fireplace was positioned downstage left, and 

upstage left, the door leading to the bedroora. Up center we find a 

small alcove was revealed with two steps leading up to the raain 

entrance of the apartment. 

The setting for Dial "M" for Murder was a realistic interior 

box set. The locale was expressed with a few simple architectural 

elements. The doors and archways had a stark and heavy appearance 

against the dark walls of the set. This stark quality of the decor 

reinforced the sophisticated tale of terror. Likewise a sense of 

instability was achieved for the setting with the angled quality of 

the backwall. The backwall was set at a slight angle, upstage left 

to downstage right. The upstage wall within the alcove provided 

additional interest with the application of wall paper. This "scenic 

wall paper" as Larkin described it, created a visual backdrop. The 

sky behind the foliage details was darkened with a graded wash. This 

added a sense of depth and related the mural to the realistic interior. 

Peter Larkin's answer for the setting of Dial "M" for Murder was an 

intuitive stylish setting of stark simplicity. 
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A Streetcar Named Desire, Ballet 

A few weeks before Dial "M" for Murder opened in New York, 

Peter Larkin had another production opening at Her Majesty's Theatre, 

Montreal, Canada, October 9, 1952. The New York City Ballet Company's 

A Streetcar Naraed Desire for Mia Slavenska and Frederick Franklin's 

Troupe was choreographed by Valerie Bettis. The design for 

A Streetcar Named Desire was recognized as a "well-integrated 

suggestive setting." 

The setting was comprised of a series of small wagon units. 

These small units had shutters, arches, colurans and stairways built 

on them in a forced perspective, (Figs. 20, 21). 

Details of the arches and columns reveal flat two-dimensional 

constructed scenic units. The perspective provided through the 

silhouette of these units is enhanced by the bold drawing and paint-

ing details. The shutters, in particular are characterized with a 

dark bold cartoon-like line. The design exhibits a linear approach 

in regard to both architectural details and silhouette which 

coraraunicate the forced perspective. 

^^George Freedley, "Off Stage - and On," New York Public 
Library Theatre Collection. 



Fig. 20. A Streetcar Naraed Desire, Ballet 

Fig. 21. A Streetcar Named Desire, Ballet 

í̂  
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The Teahouse of the August Moon 

Larkin's next venture was for the producers Evans and 

White with whom he had worked earlier on Dial "M" for Murder, The 

play was The Teahouse of the August Moon which opened at the Martin 

Beck Theatre, October 15, 1953 with outstanding reviews, The critics 

acclaimed the play, "a treraendous hit, it achieved the feat-rare for 

a work that isn't 'serious'-of winning both the Critics' Circle and 

Pulitzer awards," The play staged by Robert Lewis was an unusual 

blend of fantasy and broad huraor, "an oriental fairy tale written with 

a bold bright crayon," On one hand the play raade a satirical 

stateraent about the way democracy worked and on the other, provided 

the theatre with "an enchanting blend of delicate fantasy and broad 

alraost slapstick huraor , . , ." 

The play in three acts and ten scenes was written by John 

Patrick. He adapted the script frora the novel written by Vern 

Sneider. It was through Sneider's experiences in the Pacific as a 

railitary governraent supervisor at Tobaru, an Okinawan village, during 

World War II that he developed the story line. The story was about an 

array captain played by, John Forsythe, who has been assigned to be the 

postwar govemor of the village of Tobiki on the Japanese island of 

Okinawa. His task was to bring U.S. deraocracy and order to this 

^^Fred Fehl, On Broadway (Austin: University of Texas Press, 
1978), p. 237. 

^^John L. Toohey, A History of the Pulitzer Plays (New York: 
The Citadel Press, 1967), p. 261. 

^^ibid. 
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ancient and delightful little community. By the end of the play he 

completes his mission but not without nimierous difficulties. For 

instance he was to build a schoolhouse with govemment issued luraber 

which somehow turned into a teahouse. The comedy was termed a 

"satirical fantasy on political ineptitude."^^ Walter Kerr continued 

his review stating: 

The Teahouse of the August Moon is a brightly colored 
comic strip with a bland, broad grin on its face and a healthy 
share of mockery in her heart—the dazzling red and gold tea-
house which the company magically assembles on stage is 
designed by Peter Larkin.^^ 

Other reviewers speak of the setting as being simple but 

stunning. Where as William Hawkins in the New York World-Telegram 

stated: 

Peter Larkin has designed a production of really great 
beauty, which affords the action sorae breathtaking raoments, 
as when Miss Niki appears in the distance against a yellow 
sky, or when the Teahouse is miraculously reconstructed out of 
thin air.^^ 

The success of this effect has been noted repeatedly by the 

critics. What had not been coraraon knowledge was how this idea 

originated. 

The playwright had not corapleted the script when Peter Larkin 

was coramissioned to design the set and lights for the production. 

^^Walter F. Kerr, "Teahouse," New York Hearld Tribune, 16 
October 1953, (New York Theatre Critics Review). 

Ibid. 

^̂ Williara Hawkins, "Teahouse," New York World-Telegram and 
TheSun, 16 October 1953, (New York Theatre Critics Review). 
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Actually the design and plan for the play was figured 
out before the author wrote it. He was presented the bare bones 
of the scenic scheme. We had a scheraatic scene outline so 
the author wrote within in which is one of the reasons it 
succeeded so well.^2 

Succeed it did with 1,027 performances and many more inter-

national touring success stories from London to Okinawa. -̂  

The first of the scenes was Co. Purdy's Office, (Figs. 22, 

23). Two sketches of this scene were located with the production 

stage raanager, Billy Matthews. These sketches are prelirainary ideas 

both revealing Col Purdy's office to the right side of the stage. The 

office unit was brought on as a wagon, jackknifing into position. The 

stage was visually well balanced through the use of the laundry line 

and tree to the left side of the stage. Above the stage picture the 

drawings illustrated a baraboo curtain. This curtain was used through-

out the entire production providing a common visual element for all 

scenes. 

This curtain of bamboo was divided into four separate pieces 

which raised and lowered independent of each other. A variety of 

silhouetted openings could be achieved as well as a completely closed 

curtain. Peter Larkin explains: 

We made a baraboo curtain for the show. You could see the 
teahouse through it as a scrira in four or five panels. These 
rolled up like roller blinds so the whole thing was very smooth 
and went well. Real baraboo was used and is difficult to control. 
Each unit was independently controlled being able to raise and 

^^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 
14 August 1981. 

^^Toohey, p. 263. 
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lower—you could use them all at once or use them separately. 

In many of the illustrations the silhouette of the bamboo 

curtain was suggested with a dark water color wash. 

Its interesting to note the difference in the two Purdy 

office sketches. The first drawing showed the office in a very plane 

view. Whereas, the other office had a foreshortened treatment to the 

roof and exterior walls. This perspective treatraent provided a raore 

interesting view of the space. 

The jeep illustrated in this drawing was designed and built 

in a stylized raanner. Larkin pointed out the jeep was completely 

built from plywood in a stylized form corresponding with the other 

elements in the show. 

The next three sketches (Figs. 24-26) were drawn for a 

simultaneous setting of Captain Fisby's Office and the Village of 

Tobiki. The first sketch was an early conceptual idea for the village 

and office. The large gateway unit with bell and curved lintel was 

the dominate visual element. The later sketches show raore village 

details of horaes—grass huts—in the background and the tail section 

of an airplane centerstage. The production photo (Figure 27) for this 

scene illustrates the final choice of the plane tail section center-

stage and the painted huts on the backdrop. The three-dimensional 

detail of the plane as well as the office structure stageleft re-

established the forced perspective and skeletal qualities that are 

becoming an identifiable characteristic of Larkin's work. 

^'^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 14 
August 1981. 
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The teahouse scene (Figs, 28, 29) had been the most publicized 

scene from the production. No doubt a large amount of the notoriety 

came from the fact that the entire setting was assembled magically in 

front of the audience's eyes. The entire setting for The Teahouse of 

the August Moon was designed with simplicity in mind, not only for 

the visual look of the show but also the function of the show. "It 

was a very simple design. The units of the town came in from the 

side, one or two of the offstage units jackknifed in from off 

stage." The teahouse was no exception when compared to the other 

units of the show. The same simplicity of design was revealed. "The 

roof flew down from the ceiling in all one chunk in view of the 

audience . . . the screens—sliding screens hung on tracks from the 

roof, the whole thing never touched the floor at all." 

Both the sketch and the production photo of the teahouse scene 

show a simple unit set. The teahouse unit is organized in plane depth. 

It is through the use of the railings and other architectural details 

that Larkin expresses a spacial depth. The sense of architectural 

detail here is very apparent. Peter Larkin adraits that he did exten-

sive research on this project. "I did a whole suraraer and fall on 

research of Japanese theatre and Japanese buildings. I did a whole 

lot of work, looking at Japanese prints, I was up at the Metropolitan 

Museum all the time when I designed it." The angular quality of the 

^^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 14 
August 1981. 

^^lbid. 

Ibid. 
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railings in Larkin's sketch illustrates a sense of perspective that 

he derived from this study of the Japanese print. Just as the high 

horizon line is used to control the sense of distorted perspective 

in Japanese prints and paintings, so the raked floor and railings of 

the teahouse are positioned in a like raanner. 

In the sketch, the timbers are painted red and is contrasted 

beautifully against the dark blue sky behind. The sky was painted, 

to create the illusion of depth, darker at the top of the backdrop 

and lighter at the bottom. Note the emergence of line in the 

striations of the backdrop. The entire teahouse design is linear 

and though organized in plane depth, bears an illusion of recessional 

depth due to the angular railings. 
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Ondine 

Already having two Broadway smash hits to his credit, Dial "M" 

for Murder and The Teahouse of the August Moon, Peter Larkin who was 

now twenty six years old was coramissioned to design Ondine. The play, 

by Jean Giraudoux and adapted by Maurice Valency, was presented at the 

46th Street Theatre, February 18, 1954 for 157 performances. The show 

opened with rave reviews and box office lines a block long.^8 xhe 

enthusiasm was attributed to the new, up and coraing actress Audrey 

Hepburn who had first appeared to American film audiences in Gigi and 

Roman Holiday. Hepburn played the title role of a water sprite in 

medieval times. Ondine is a fanciful tale of this water sprite who 

falls in love with a human, a dashing knight errant, Mel Ferrer, and 

the subsequent romantic drama that ensues. 

The draraa has a number of requirements that would challenge 

any seasoned designer. A press release by The Playwrights Company 

described the designers situation as, 

A designer's dream, or a property man's nightmare—water 
must be ever-present,—water nyraphs also called ondines, raust 
arise frora a fountain in center-stage. A full suit of arraour 
raust disappear frora a raedieval knight at Ondine's raagic touch. 
The hurable fisherman's cottage in which she dwells with an aged 
couple must vanish in a storra of lightning and thunder, change 
into a forest, then reappear. Venus raust rise, if not frora the 
sea, frora the center of the Kings court, suramoned by an 
illusionist and masked by a puff of sraoke. Flowers fall 
mysteriously from the skies, and a fountain splashes in center 
stage.^9 

The action of the play takes place in three locales: Act I, a 

^^"First Nights: Ondine," Newsweek, 1 March 1954, p. 71. 

^^"Press Release," The Playwrights Corapany, 1954. 
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fisherman's cottage; Act II, a hall in the King's palace; and Act II, 

the courtyard in the Castle of the Wittenstein. Larkin developed a 

unit set, as he describes it, "with things that flew into it and things 

that rolled in," The unit structure was made up of a series of 

arches, (open profile flat tracery pieces) cut and laminated from ply-

wood. These arches were placed parallel to the prosceniura so wagon 

units would roll in between, and drapery units could fly down between 

the arches. The arches were "the permanent unit set behind, and never 

moved, and things were just changed within the arches."^^ 

The three or four arches which never raoved during the entire 

show were spaced evenly up and down stage. In the first scene, (Fig. 

30), the cabin's flat wall, stretching from right to left, was framed 

by the first arched portal. This unit was rolled into position 

through the right and left downstage space. The set created the 

illusion of an interior scene. Within the setting, the doorway and 

window to the left seera to balance the scene with tables and benches 

to the right. On the far stage right and left of the photo (Fig. 30), 

can be seen water nymphs looking on stage. The whole scene has an 

isolated feeling with darkness enveloping the acting area, and the 

closed composition confines our vision to the center area of the stage. 

The second scene, the hall in the King's Palace, (Fig. 31) has 

a raore open composition. The arches, having fewer visual restrictions, 

are completely revealed to the audience. Orange draperies are flown 

60 
Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 14 August 1981. 

61 
Ibid. 
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down between the arches. These drapes were cut short to such a height 

that they allowed the audience to see over them through the upper 

portion of the arches. Additional platforms upstage were added to 

this setting. The large fountain located center stage created the 

major focal point in the setting. The fountain was a mechanical 

apparatus that created the illusion of spraying water. Small shafts 

of twisted raetal were rotated to create the effect. This scene, as 

well as the previous scene, is organized in flat planes parallel to 

the audience. 

The sarae thing is happening across the top of the sky (the 

upper portion of the arches is open) with the third scene, the 

courtyard (Fig. 32). The side walls, painted with blue grey stones, 

were framed units which flew down into position between the arches. 

These walls extended only midway to the arches so the sky could be 

viewed through the upper silhouetted arches. In addition to these 

walls, symetrically balanced platforms are positioned upstage. These 

same platforms are angled to create a foreshortened appearance. The 

walls are positioned at such an angle between the arches that a 

recessional depth is achieved. 

The unifing element in the design are the arches, and every 

scene has the arches revealed to sorae degree. Likewise the sky is an 

important visual element throughout the show. The texture evident 

in the sky is an important consideration when looking at Larkin's 

style. "Striation in the sky, I like, it doesn't make them big and 

blank and gives a nice tone to thera. And making things darker at the 

top and down to light at the bottom is better on stage because of the 
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bounce light, it flattens it back out."^^ Larkin explained that no 

matter what scenic element is being used—interior or exterior walls, 

drops or skies—the upper part should be much darker than the bottom 

down to the head height of the actor. "That's a rule of thumb I got 

from Robert Edmond Jones and figured it out and I knew how to do it 

myself in terms of ray own work."°^ 

At the beginning of every act there was a scene curtain used 

to communicate the undersea world of Ondine. 

We also had a front curtain raade from all fish net and it 
went up like an austrian shade. There were various sea aniraals 
set in it. It was a beautiful curtain, it worked great, it looked 
as though, when you looked through that you were seeing everything 
underwater.^ 

The settings for Ondine not only supported the production but 

supplied the production with an atraosphere appropriate to the spirit 

of the play. 

"Peter Larkin's backgrounds both court and forest rise to a 

bathing tracery of trees-perfectly suited to a raake-believe 

evening.""^ The only reason the production did not run longer than 

it did was because the stars left the show unexpectedly. 

^^ibid. 

^^lbid. 

Ibid. 

^\alter F. Kerr, "Ondine," New York Herald Tribune, 19 
February 1945, (New York Theatre Critics Review). 
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Peter Pan 

The rausical version of Peter Pan, opened at the Winter Garden, 

October 20, 1954. The rausical version of the play by James M. Barrie 

was adapted by Carolyn Leigh, Mark Charlap, Julie Styne, Betty Comden 

and Adolphe Green. This group of talented artists developed the 

sprightly lyrics and rausic for Edwin Lester. The production began 

on the west coast as had other rausical favorites—Song of Norway and 

Kismet—before coming to New York. The production was presented at 

the Winter Garden by Richard Halliday. Mary Martin, who was the star 

of the show, played Peter Pan. The show was to have a limited 

engagement in New York of sixteen weeks. However, the show met with a 

resounding success and was extended to 152 perforraances. One review-

er says, "Miss Martin and her rausical-coraedy version of Peter Pan 

are sky-high with joy." 

Among the reviews and articles praising Peter Pan for its 

various attributes the chief coraraents were about Miss Martin's flying 

abilities. They naturally recognized her ability as an actress but 

also realized the designers role within such a production as this. 

"The flying, before we get past it, is nothing short of rairaculous. 

For the first time in my theatregoing experience, it's been designed 

rather than limited to a couple of quick exits. . .""' Not only does 

this reviewer say the flying had some direction but had some guidance 

frora the scenic designer as well. Peter Larkin developed a realistic 

^^alter F. Kerr, "Peter Pan," New York Herald Tribune, 21 
October 1954, (New York Theatre Critics Review). 

^^lbid. 
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looking interior setting for the first act scene, the nursery of the 

Darling residence, (Figs. 33-36). At the conclusion of the scene 

Peter Pan takes the children to Never Neverland. 

In previous productions of Peter Pan, the first scene was 

concluded with a curtain as Peter and the children began their flight 

to Never Neverland. It was only after a lengthy scene change that the 

show was allowed to continue. Mr. Larkin explains the way he approach-

ed this scene change. "When they (the children and Peter Pan) 

f)R 
actually flew from the nursery to Neverland the nursery split." 

After the nursery walls split apart the London skyline was revealed 

on a backdrop, (Fig. 37). ". . .the backdrop was endless. I forgot 

how long it was but it kept on rolling and it showed London disappear-

ing in the background and it kept on going until you got up into the 

stratosphere, it kept rolling and changing color until they landed in 

Never Neverland. The units for Neverland were pushed on stage as 

69 the children and Peter landed on the floor." The flying actors 

landed in and araong the Neverland set as the set pieces were being 

pushed on stage. 

Norraally the boys are seen flying to Neverland and then they 
close the curtain then next we see thera in Never Neverland. But 
we kept it going with the breakaway walls that swing out and the 
raoving sky drop. The curtain (drop) was on a big roller and it 
just kept on rolling, and it rolled all through the scene, rolling 
horizontally, it rolled up vertically so you got the sensation of 
going higher and higher.'^ 

Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 14 
August 1981. 

69ibid. 

^Olbid. 
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Fig. 33. Peter Pan, Act I, Scene 1, Bedroora 
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Fig. 34. PeterPan, Act I, Scene 1, Bedroom. 
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Fig. 36. Peter Pan, Act I, Scene 1, Bedroora. 
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Fig. 37. Peter Pan, Act I, Scene 2, Flight to Never Neverland, 
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Walter Kerr concludes this thought about the effective trans-

ition from the nursery to Neverland. ". . .and you're going to be 

popeyed with happy disbelief at the first-act curtain: Peter bmsh-

ing away the heavens at hurricane force while Wendy and faraily bobble 

gently behind him, with moon and stars slipping swiftly away beneath 

their dangling feet. It's the way 'Peter Pan' always should have been 

and wasn't."^^ 

There are three scenes in Neverland, the path through the 

woods, Neverland home underground and the pirate ship. The under-

ground home (Fig. 38) appears to be very fanciful. A large tree is 

stage right with the entrance to the underground dwelling at stage 

left. 

In the lost boy cave we hid a brass pole for Captain Hook 
to slide down. . .You could see the pirates up above catching 
the boys on one big unit with the cave built into it. . .1 
remember the brass pole because everyone slid down it and when 
Hook slid down it he stopped and didn't get down to the bottora. 
We were going to try to make him go up. 72 

The next scene in the pirate ship (Fig. 39) which is not 

entirely pictured however shows Captain Hook looking down the slide. 

Apparently through Peter Larkin's description he had a few difficult-

ies with the choreographer and how much scenery could be used to 

represent the ship. 

The pirate ship was in two halves which Jerry Robbins 
(Choreographer) kept sawing up into pieces and throwing away 

^^Walter F. Kerr, "Peter Pan," New York Herald Tribune, 21 
October 1954, (New York Theatre Critics Review). 

Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 14 
August 1981. 
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Fig. 39. Peter Pan Ari- TTT C i 
L_£an, Act III, Scene 1, The Pirate Ship. 
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so there was hardly not pirate ship left and the sails and raast 
flew in from above. Each ship unit was filled with tricks, 
cupboards, slides, and all sorts of things for business Robbins 
had worked out. That was the first time I ran up against a 
director who hated scenery. Choreographers don't like it 
because it gets in the way, wherever they want to dance the 
designer has always put some door or post.'̂ ^ 

Regardless of what technical difficulties were faced by the 

designer, the scenic backgrounds for Peter Pan were deeraed a visual 

success. 

The scenic background provided a fanciful environraent for the 

world of Peter Pan. The first scene represents the real world with 

realistic moldings and painted wall-paper and fumishings. When the 

children travel to Neverland the atmosphere changes and Mr. Larkin 

creates a make-believe world by changing the style of the scene. This 

is best explained by using the terms of absolute and relative clarity. 

Absolute clarity is best exhibited in the nursery scenes 

whereas the fanciful scenes of flight, the pirate ship and the under-

ground horae shown here provide a relative clarity eraphasizing the 

imagination, blurring and distorting the environment. A good example 

of this is an illustration used for advertising which was found in 

Glory Saffire's office, agent for Peter Larkin. (Fig. 40). Note the 

drawing style in the skyline within the sketch and then corapare that 

quality with the drop in the photograph (Fig. 19). The drawing skill 

exhibits the use of line in a painterly style, providing an illusion-

ary and shifting appearance to the scene. 

There are numerous notes about the color for Peter Pan. 

^^lbid. 
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Larkin's palette reinforced the enchantment and magical quality of the 

show. Such comments as, ". . .there is always the brightly crayoned, 

picture book wonderland to go back to, . .through the bright green 

forest, , . .and a splendid blood-red pirate ship, . . ."' exemplifies 

Larkin's use of a brillant color scheme for the fantasy scenes. 

Larkin supported the non-realistic fantasy environraents of Peter Pan 

with both bright evocative colors and a cartooned line. 

^^Walter F. Kerr, "Peter Pan," New York Herald Tribune, 21 
October 1954, (New York Theatre Critics Review). 
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Inherit the Wind 

Inherit the Wind written by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee 

was first presented at the Dallas Theatre '55 on January 10, 1955 with 

Margo Jones directing, With the backing of Herman Shumlin, Inherit the 

Wind was presented at the National Theatre, New York City, April 12, 

1955, Herman Shumlin directed the popular dramatization of the 1925 

Scopes "monkey trial" in which the state of Tennessee prosecuted a 

public school science teacher for telling his classes about Darwin's 

theory of evolution. 

Begley's role (Matthew Harrison Brady) was based on 

William Jennings Bryan, who sought to have Scopes convicted for 
violating the word of God. Muni (Henry Drummond) was Clarence 
Darrow, who defended Scopes and his right to free speech. 
Kendall (E. K. Kombeck) played a cynical joumalist reminescent 
of H. L. Mencken, who covered the event. Much of the dialogue in 
the play's second act came frora the actual transcript of the 
trial.75 

The play takes place in and around the Hillsboro courthouse. 

The courtroom was revealed in the foreground, and the town square was 

located behind, providing two locales together, simultaneously, on the 

stage. Peter Larkin continued, "The idea of two sets on stage at once, 

one above the other was probably the key to it, you know. But you 

just can't go ahead and do it, it has to be the right play in which 

the background has to keep intruding on the main action."'° The play 

was written in such a way that the courtroom could be darkened while 

the town above could be illuminated, emphasizing either locale. This 

^^Fred Fehl, Qn Broadway (Austin: Univeristy of Texas Press, 
1978), p. 261. 

7fi 
Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 14 

August 1981. 
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was achieved by the control of stage lighting without having a physical 

scene change, Larkin raentioned this was a big advantage to the play, 

Reading transcripts of the trial created a very wordy production, and 

the shifting of focus helped the show, Larkin continues, "The show 

was all written, but I had to do a lot of raodels for Herman Shumlin 

who was one of the most difficult people I ever worked with, but I 

think one of the best, He and I had great fights, but it tumed out 

good, very well, he was very happy."'^ So critical was this to the 

success of the play that Peter Larkin's scenic interpretation will be 

a lasting influence for future productions of Inherit the Wind. The 

August issue of Theatre Arts stated, "It is important to the concept 

of the play that the town is visible always, looming there, as much on 

trial as the individual defendant." 

The stage arrangement seen here is considered a siraultaneous 

setting as there are two locales represented (Figs. 41-43). The 

courtroora downstage has an arrangeraent of: jury box, judges bench, a 

raised witness chair and a scattering of chairs and counsel tables. 

The backwall of the courtroora exists only as a wainscot and stops 

about waist high. At the reat of the stage about four feet above the 

courtroora is seen the raain street of Hillsboro. The entire stage is 

at a raked elevation with the city buildings situated in such a raanner 

as to create vistas, In fact Peter Larkin likens the floor plan to 

the setting of the Teatro Olyrapico at Vicenza. ". , .instead of having 

^^lbid, 

^8peter Larkin, Theatre Arts, Vol XLI, No. 8, August 1957, 
p. 34. 
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Fig. 43. Inherit the Wind. 
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a facade the setting was done with free standing units. . .The town 

was all built in false perspective like Olympico, and people came up 

the street with banners for parades in back, while the trial was going 

on downstage." The town does create an illusion of depth because 

of the vistas and the overwhelraing use of false perspective. The 

scenic units appear to be positioned on stage parallel to the pro-

scenium. The courtroom as well is in a very straight forward 

arrangement to the audience. This setting achieves a sense of per-

spective with plane depth (Fig. 41). However, a sense of recessional 

space is achieved through the angular line of the roof tops as well 

as a d^mamic reinforcement of the scene. 

This design created a strong pictoral image for the play. 

Henry Hewes in his Saturday Review article about Inherit the Wind 

had this to say: 

Peter Larkin's two-level arrangement creates an entire 
country town which emerges as rauch the play's central character 
as any in the cast. While this twenty-six-year old designer's 
work still lacks the integrity it raight have if he had raixed 
the lights in addition to raixing the paints, his contribution 
to Inherit the Wind lifts the play frora a trial raelodraraa to a 
raural drama that tries to suggest the pathos of the smalltowner's 
struggle with orthodoxy, and the hope for progress contained in 
the Biblical phrase "He that troubleth his own house shall inherit 
the wind: and the fool shall be servant to the wise in heart.80 

A part of the visual excitement that contributed to the success 

of the show was the very way in which the scenery was colored. The 

most frequent raethod for coloring scenery is with paint; however, that 

79ibid. 

^^Henry Hewes, Saturday Review, 14 May 1955, p. 26. 
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was not the case with this setting for Inherit the Wind, (Fig. 43). 

Peter Larkin explains: 

It was all painted in pastels, the show wasn't painted at 
all, we used lecture chalk, we priraed the scenery then painted it 
with chalk and then fixed it with fixative because the town 
looked old and dusty which you couldn't really do with paint. 
Everybody said it wouldn't work, and it worked beautifullyî^l 

He continued to tell how they atterapted different methods of 

sealing the chalk. After priraing the canvas with paint they would 

draw with chalk until the proper effect had been achieved. Then a 

fixative would be sprayed over the surface. This spread the color out 

and sort of puddled it. Larkin continues: "We made the drawing in 

chalk and then we put the fixative on and that oftentiraes weakened 

the drawing so soraetiraes we threw the fixative on in buckets and then 

82 drew into it." This seeraed to make the chalk adhere better to the 

canvas. Many experiments were conducted throughout the coloring pro-

cess to achieve the desired look of an old dusty town. For Larkin the 

raediura of pastels was raerely a raeans to an end. He doesn't use pastels 

when he sketches. ". . .and when you paint soraething, it coraes out as 

though you painted it, when you draw something, it comes out as though 

you drew it. So I was looking for something that would come out 

dusty." He had seen his father use chalks as an illustration tool in 

his art history classes. Larkin in tum discovered their practical 

application to the stage in this experiment for Inherit the Wind. 

^^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 14 
August 1981. 

82ibid. 

83ibid. 
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No Time for Sergeants 

Maurice Evans who produced The Teahouse of the August Moon 

came up with another military theme that tumed into a resounding 

success. The playwright Iva Levin adapted the play No Time for 

Sergeants from the novel by Mac Ĥ nnan. The story is about Will Stock-

dale, a good natured young hillbilly who is inducted into the U. S. 

Air Force. No Time for Sergeants deals with the peacetime Army's 

hilariously unsuccessful atterapts to indoctrinate this Georgia 

backwoodsman. Will Stockdale was played by Andy Griffith, with Myron 

McCormick as Sergeant King and Roddy McDowall as Ben Whitledge, in the 

comedy hit that ran 796 performances. All these personalities had 

much to offer to the success of No Time for Sergeants, particularly 

the newcomer Andy Griffith with his down on the farm, country 

character. Morton Da Costa was credited for directing this wild car-

toon about railitary life. 

The star of the show, however, according to the critics, was 

Peter Larkin. Walter Kerr in his New York Herald Tribune coluran said 

that a lot of raedals could be passed out as awards for this block-

buster. And his first raedal went to Larkin for ingeniously designed 

cartoon like settings. Mr. Kerr continued: 

To pack all of this into one regulation-size Broadway 
theatre, Mr. Larkin has siraply animated his stage with the free 
hand and the giddy inspiration of a rejuvenated Walt Disney. Doors 
slip away without warning, statues glide into the evening sky, 
every inch of the acting area gets up and goes where it wants to. 
The stage itself seems to share the joke, winking at us amiably 
as it turns inside out.84 

^^Walter F. Kerr, "No Time For Sergeants," New York Herald 
Tribune, 21 October 1955, (New York Theatre Critics Review). 
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The Disney character referred to in these designs was mentioned 

in numerous reviews as a cartoon style of production that supported the 

play. The New York Times stated, "It is vastly enjoyable because it 

illustrates and augments the cartoon-like quality of the story."8^ The 

cartoon-like quality is evident in the stage designs, (Fig. 44-52). 

The first illustration, (Fig. 44), an asbestos drop curtain, is 

the "Callvile Township Meeting Hall". Within the center of the drop is 

depicted a horde of Confederate soldiers surging on toward victory. 

This drop was used at the beginning of every act and at the conclusion 

of the show. The linear work apparent here in this drop is represent-

ative of the cartoon quality that has been raentioned in other produc-

tion reviews. 

The show was organized in a smooth transitional manner frora 

locale to locale and was not broken down into separate scenes. The 

first scene took place around a hillbilly's horae in the woods, (Fig. 

45). Pictured here are the country folk and the ever popular draft 

board agent. The old shack is forced in perspective and the very 

painterly style of trees in the background set a style that is 

repeated through the coraing scenes. The next locale was the town 

square, (Fig. 46). A bus stands upstage. There was a statue at 

stage right and a gas station with two pumps at stage left. Will, 

handcuffed to a gas pump, is bullied by Irvin, another draftee who 

claims he had R. 0. T. C. Once again the use of a cartoon-like line 

is very evident. The cartoon-like work creates a calligraphic style 

^^Brooks Atkinson, "Theatre: Draftee Conquers Army," New York 
Times, 21 October 1955, (New York Theatre Critics Review). 
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that became a trademark of Peter Larkin's scenic style. The forced 

perspective clearly evident here was previously used by Larkin for the 

street scene for Inherit the Wind. The buildings or structures were 

positioned on stage in plane depth, parallel to the audience. However, 

its through Larkin's use of forced perspective that we perceive the 

illusion of recessional depth. The buildings stage left were divided 

into two units—the gas station and the three upstage buildings. These 

wagon units were set apart from each other parallel to the proscenium 

so entrances could be made between thera. The three buildings upstage 

were in the same plane but were constructed and painted to appear to 

be receeding. The same effect was created with the gasoline station 

and the gas pumps. 

The large expanse of sky provided an open composition. However 

the horse sculpture and buildings still redirect our eyes into the 

center of the picture unifying the coraposition. Note the striated sky 

that has becorae a repeated Larkin device. 

The next locale was in Sergeant King's office. This was a unit 

that rolled in frora the side, not pictured in this study. Larkin said, 

"there was a series of barracks, (Fig. 47), that raade different corab-

inations".86 The sergeant's office no doubt was one of these units. 

The scene following the office was the latrine, (Fig. 48). This was 

another wagon unit. Here again one can see the cartoon-like sinks and 

water pipes that show this style of calligraphy. The toilet seats 

pictured here were all raechanically rigged to stand at attention when 

8^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 17 
August 1981. 
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Fig, 47. No Time f o r S e r g e a n t s , ba r racks . 
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triggered by Will as he presented them to the Colonel. 

The next few scenes in hallways and the psychiatrist's office 

were probably in those barracks shaped units that Larkin referred to 

earlier. He emphasized the fact that the whole show was in the open. 

No curtains were used during the performance to aid in the shifting of 

scenes. 

The Purple Grotto scene followed the previous action, (Fig. 

49). This locale, as the description indicated in the script, is a 

sordid den reeking of vice and cormption. The setting had a backdrop 

positioned behind a center wagon unit with table and chairs. Stage 

left of the platform a portable free standing bar was set in place and 

to stage right another table and chairs. The drop has the appearance 

of being painted on scrira. Tlie forced perspective drawing and paint-

ing exhibited on this backdrop once again illustrates the raost 

identifiable trait of Larkin's work—his cartoon-like drawing skill. 

The second act presented one of the raore meraorable raoraents in 

the show for theatre patrons. Brooks Atkinson describes the occasion. 

"Peter Larkin's scenery is arausingly eccentric in the first act. But 

his second-act scenery showing an airplane getting off the ground, and 

then the interior of the airplane cruising through the sky, is in the 

style of old-fashioned theatre spectacle. . ."87 The airplane, (Fig. 

50), was a raedium-sized plane standing ready for take-off with a mount-

ing ladder reaching up to its underbelly. When the plane was ready for 

take-off there was a blackout, a roar of engines growing louder, clouds 

^^Brooks Atkinson, "Theatre: Draftee Conquers Army," New York 
Times, 21 October 1955, p. 32. 
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were seen with running lights blinking and a cross-section of the 

plane in flight, (Fig. 51). Larkin described this setting accordingly: 

"The airplane was actually a flat that flew out in front of the 

audience which revealed the inside of the airplane to the audience. 

It was flat."88 Both units were flat constructed and painted to 

represent three-dimensional units. The airplanes were painted in 

silver. 

The last scene in the play was a clearing in the woods, (Fig. 

52). A cut out perspective military car, similar to that of the bus 

in the town square, was located stage right. Another flat structure 

was seen to the left representing a tent and foliage. 

88Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 17 
August 1981. 
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Shangri La 

Shangri La. a musical in two acts based on James Hilton's 

^O'^^i, Lost Horizons was written by Mr. Hilton, Jerome Lawrence and 

Robert E. Lee. The same Lawrence and Lee, who authored the celebrated 

production of Inherit the Wind were no doubt responsible for acquiring 

Peter Larkin's services. This musical unfortunately did not reach the 

influencial status of Inherit the Wind. When the script was found 

lacking the show lasted only twenty-one perforraances. The visual 

elements were an exception to the script for the New York critics 

spread their praise of Larkin and the magnificent and spectacular 

setting for Shangri La. Henry Hewes in his Saturday Review article 

entitled "Scenery, Scenery Everywhere" describes the work of Larkin 

during a week on Broadway. "This is Peter Larkin week on Broadway. 

In two successive nights the talented young scene-designer appears to 

have cooked up more scenery than have his corabined confrees in a full 

season."89 At this time Larkin had four shows playing in New York— 

Inherit the Wind, No Tirae f or Sergeants, New Faces of '56 and Shangri 

La. 

For Shangri-La, the rausical version of James Hilton's 
Lost Horizons, he has devised craggy passes that slide together, 
translucent raountain backdrops, raked stages that glow frora 
undemeath, filmy silks that float down frora above in Chinese 
theatre style, and swinging architecture that raust withstand the 
description, "This makes the Taj Mahal look like a bus stop."^^ 

Shangri La was a rausical in two acts and twenty-two scenes. 

QQ 

Henry Hewes, "Scenery, Scenery Everywhere," The Saturday 
Review 39:22, 30 June 1956. 

^Qlbid. 
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The action took place in a patrol station on the Tibetan border, on 

the mountain plains of the Himalayas, and in the terraces and chambers 

of the Lamasery of Shangri-La. 

Unfortunately few photographs were available from the produc-

tion of Shangri La, (Figs. 53, 54). However, certain technical 

achievements and innovations initiated by the designer should be 

recorded for future reference. This was the first show where Larkin 

used lucite plastic to create all the visual elements of the produc-

tion. The floor was covered with lucite and lighted from beneath. 

Lucite raountains hung in the back. The transparent plastic was sand-

blasted to look like "steuben glass." Larkin continues: 

I would say it was one of the first shows built out of 
lucite outside posting it in windows. But it was really used in 
a big way, we raade the floor out of it, we raade the scenery 
out of it and of course sorae of the raountains fell down. 

Larkin explained that this was just the beginning of having 

plexiglass available in sheets and nobody understood exactly how to 

work with the raaterial. 

It was really a great looking show. The plastic was 
behind one or several scriras, the mountains raoved back and 
forth and chânged their height. So you could make all sorts 
of mountains ranges out of them. The sand blasting looked like 
snow, and the rest of the mountains disappeared in clear 
luminousity, it was a great effect, you saw the mountains 
through the traveler, (a scrim) when they opened they were in 
Shangri-La and went across the bridge, the bridge fell down and 
it opened up and there were the raountains. 

The various levels on the stage consisted of platforms which 

^^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 17 
August 1981. 

92ibid. 
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were cantilevered—"to get the feeling of being up in the air. The 

93 platforms were actually floating, cantilevered on stage." The units 

had great big counterweights on them and had huge wheels that swung the 

entire platform unit around like trays above the stage floor. Larkin 

mentioned this was the first show that they began using a lot of metal 

construction for scenic understructure. Another example of Peter 

Larkin's mechanical ingenuity was a special effect which was later 

struck from the show. "There was a Ford tri-raotor that flew the cast 

raerabers over the mountains . . , that got thrown out in New Haven. 

A great effect." The setting indeed brought great reviews however 

the show was lacking in dramatic form and lost interest in the public's 

eye. 

^^lbid. 

9^Ibid. 
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New Faces of '56 

New Faces of '56, a musical revue in two acts, was conceived 

and supervised by Leonard Sillman. The revue was developed much as the 

Sillman production of '52 with nineteen new faces. However, the 

critics thought the 1956 production needed better writers and the show 

"wasn't really up to the packaging."^^ Peter Larkin's sets were get-

ting rave reviews throughout New York. A typical comment about Larkin 

was made by John Chapman from the Daily News: "One sure old hand is 

Peter Larkin, the young man who did the sets. These in their grace, 

humor, effectiveness, and workability, are a revue all by them-

selves."^^ 

To a great extent the success of this production must be 

attributed to technical achieveraents allowing this production of 

thirty scenes to flow from one scene to the next without interruption. 

Peter Larkin in a personal interview states, "Review scenery is always 

on-going, I think a review is the hardest thing for a designer to do, 

or corae out of with any kind of look, becuase its always changing 

97 right under his feet." 

The scenery was designed as an integral part of the production. 

It was noted that even "during the overture the first visual eleraent 

was revealed. . .with the first few bars of the overture; instead of 

^^Tirae, 25 June 1956, p. 85. 

^^John Chapraan, "New Faces of '56 Zippy, Cheery, Tuneful, 
Youthful, and Intelligent," Daily News, 15 June 1956, (New York 
Theatre Critics Review). 

^^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 17 
August 1981. 
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patiently looking at a lowered curtain while the orchestra warras up, 

we are entertained instead by a series of flowing tapestries and fly-

ing figurines, with three wonderfully spiraling stairways shooting 

into the air behind thera."̂ 8 (pigs. 55-56). These units had the 

capabilities of rolling on and off stage and according to Mr. Sillman 

with the use of only one stage hand. He referred to Larkin's ability 

to engineer staging effects for the ease of shifting eleraents about 

the stage.^^ Walter Kerr had these words about the shifting of New 

Faces of '56. 

. . .there is a constant pictoral raagic, modest in its 
dimensions but engagingly tricky as it flows blithely by: blue 
crystal doll houses, jungle huts breaking wildly away in the high 
tropical winds, Paris bars and Jamaican raansions and gaudy large-
scale diploraas on graduation day.^^^ 

These comments, and more, capsulated the enthusiasm for this 

rausical revue. Very few of the production photographs were available 

for examination. However, the illustrations presented here do provide 

a stylistic indication of the production. The picture frarae with a 

dinner table set within it was yet another example of Larkin's 

originality concept, (Fig. 57). The last scene in the show, the 

finale, was a big production nuraber using a large curved staircase 

with flat cut out chandeliers, (Fig. 58). 

Henry Hewes, in the same article previously mentioned. 

^8walter F. Kerr, "Theatre-New Faces of '56," New York Herald 
Tribune, 15 June 1956, (New York Theatre Critics Review). 

99 
Personal Interview with Leonard Sillraan, New York City, 12 

June 1980. 
100 Kerr, "New Faces of '56." 
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Fig. 55. 
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"Scenery, Scenery Everywhere," speaks about New Faces of '56. 

Mr. Larkin's second venture is New Faces of 1956, where 
within a simple unit setting he manages to present an elaborate 
series of scenic devices that challenges the supremacy of the 
Folies Bergere. Traveling curtain rods fly boldly together. 
Perspective tableaus come amusingly to life. Scenery is 
constantly being lowered, raised, or tom into pieces. And 
almost everything works when you pull the string. With just 
the scenery constituting a show in itself, . . .^O^ 

Time and time again we hear of the practicality, the ease 

of shifting, and the mobility of Peter Larkin's scenery. Without 

using scene curtains he managed to manipulate the production frora 

scene to scene without the audience even being aware of a scene 

change. His practical applications of scenecraft to the needs of a 

raultiple scene production are definitely a recognized contribution 

to the American theatre. 

Henry Hewes, "Scenery, Scenery Everywhere," The Saturday 
Review 39:22, 30 June 1956. 
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Protective Custody 

Protective Custody, a drama by Howard Richardson and William 

Berney, was presented at the Ambassador for a brief run of three 

performances. The Anderson Lawler, and Will Lester production was not 

a success on Broadway. The play, directed by Herbert Berghof, was 

about a successful American newspaperwoman of strong anti-Communist 

beliefs, who was abducted to a state behind the iron curtain. The 

drama was in two acts and the action took place in the former Convent 

of the Bleeding Heart, twenty railes outside a large city behind the 

iron curtain. Larkin constructed a large set that represented the 

aisles, offices and cells of the prison. 

The Peter Larkin set virtually brainwashes the audience. 
This is a set two or three stories tall which not only revolves, 
but revolves within itself, being I think, the first concentric 
circle stage ever exhibited. Within the set are raoats and raraps 
and cellar cells and inquisition rooras and corridors and hallways 
and stained glass windows, plus inquisitorial bright lights which 
turn like a beacon on swivels. Tape recorders talk back, phono-
graphs play, intercoras work, lights flash and doors clang shut. 
Its the raost dazzling set since Night of the Auk took a trin to 
the raoon and Mr. Larkin must have had a field day with it.^^^ 

The setting helped sustain the mood of terror in the show by 

revealing one scene at a time. Larkin discussed his use of tumtables: 

"We had an interesting set,—the environraent—this was one of the few 

times I got into using the tumtables, because I really don't like 

thera, because they're noisy. But in this case the noise was useful to 

the production. ̂ ^3 Even though tumtables have been used infrequently 

Whitney Bolton, "Draraa Falls Short of Admirable Goal," 
Morning Telegraph, 31 December 1956, (New York Theatre Critics Review) 

^^^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 17 
August 1981. 
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by Peter Larkin, Protective Custody served as an exception. Larkin's 

expertise at designing and engineering a tumtable with concentric 

circles should be noted for the technical achievement. 
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Blue Denira 

Blue benim derived its name from the adolescents who dominated 

the action of this play. This was a drama in three acts about two 

young teenagers, their parents and the coramunication barriers that 

divided them. The play was written by James Leo Herlihy and Williara 

Noble, and staged by Joshua Logan. According to Larkin this was the 

first time Logan had worked with any other designer besides Jo 

Mielziner. The show was presented at the Playhouse Theatre on Feb-

ruary 27, 1958 and ran for 166 perforraances. 

The basic requirement for the Blue Denira involved the stage 

having a living room, backyard and baseraent, (Figs. 59-60). The action 

of the play required the entire stage, all three locales, be viewed 

together simultaneously. This provided an interesting design problera 

in that, the space on stage was at a premiura. Note the araount of 

space that was used in the exterior scene. With the application of 

forced perspective Larkin was able to achieve an illusion of greater 

depth in the sraall space. This was achieved by raking the floors of 

the porch and yard upstage. Likewise all other elements of the porch 

railing and house siding were forced back in space. As Peter Larkin 

puts it, "the porch is built in forced perspective, distorted ray 

way." ^^ This forced perspective or distortion is a characteristic 

trait of Larkin's style and is evident in many of his stage designs. 

^^^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 17 
August 1981. 
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Goldilocks 

Goldilocks^ a musical extravaganz%was presented by the 

Producers Theatre (Robert Whitehead) at the Lunt-Fontaine Theatre, 

October 11, 1958. This musical about the early movies was written by 

Walter and Jean Kerr, with rausic by Leroy Anderson and lyrics by Joan 

Ford and the Kerrs. Goldilocks took place in 1913, in the pioneer 

cinema days in Fort Lee, New York. The show concemed itself with 

"a short-on-cash, long-on-ego moviemaker and a sizzling-tongued 

actress he corrals for shotgun movie heroics on the eve of her society 

raarriage." The raovieraaker and the actress fought throughout the 

progress of the show only to discover their growing love for each 

other. 

The show's design was acclairaed a success. "Peter Larkin's 

handsorae set shifts sraoothly, . . .optically, with its ice-blues, 

yellows, greys and golds, Goldilocks is magnificent. It has mass, 

glitter, glare and blare, not to raention heavenly looking 

1 rtfi 

girls. . ."•̂'-'" The eleven scene production was staged by Walter Kerr 

with choreography by Agnes de Mille. The action took place in 1913 

on stage in New York, in: Maggie's Dressing Roora, Max's Lot, The Fat 

Cat Roof Garden, Huckleberry Island, A Rest Horae, Bessie's Bam, 

Ballroora of George's Town House, and Egypt on the Hudson. 

The first illustration was the design of an oleo drop, dated 

^^^Frank Aston, "Goldilocks Kids Flickers," New York World 
Telegram and The Sun, 13 October 1958, (New York Theatre Critics 
Review). 

lO^ibid. 
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1910, (Fig. 61). The drop had large baroque twisted colurans painted at 

either side flanking the large oval picture. Beneath the large swags 

of curtain could be noticed flying cherubs. The painted details in this 

sketch exhibit a looseness that raay be compared to the graphic work of 

Eugene Berman's use of line is essential to his visual expression. It 

is that same dependency upon line that Larkin displays again and again 

in his work. 

The design for the first scene—onstage, New York City—(Fig. 

62), provided an appealing image as well. The large swagged curtains 

were evidence of Larkin's bold brush style. The details below indicate 

a raarquee. Larkin explained that this was to be "a stereoptican adap-

tion, movie marquee and theatre raarquee, . . . " 

Max's lot was the vacant lot where several scenes could be 

filmed. There were long cubical partitions isolating the various 

scenes. Behind the fences a backdrop revealed the city skyline of New 

York, (Fig. 63). Pictured here is an Indian scene being filraed by the 

moviemakers. 

Larkin explains: 

The Indian scene, it was a whole lot of sets at once, the 
way they used to film them, they had these long cubic partitions, 
they had the Indians in one, they had a bear in the next one. 
It was a vacant lot they filraed in, there you have the New York 
back ground peeking up over the fence.-'-

The New York background (Fig. 64) was achieved as a painted 

drop. The sarae striated sky was evident as in all other backgrounds 

^^^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 17 
August 1981. 

108ibid. 
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Larkin had done in the past. The angled buildings appeared to be 

drawn to a single vanishing point, in sharp forced perspective. The 

scenic elements down infront of the backdrop were three-dimensional 

units—the log cabin, and the fence. 

The Fat Cat Roof Garden was designed for a big dance number, 

it was a speak easy on the roof, with chimneys and potted trees, (Fig. 

65). The angled wall or ledge was drawn in a very sharp forced 

perspective. This provided a visual movement which enhanced the 

motion of the dancers. This visual moveraent was an example of reces-

sinnal depth. Another rausical dance number was the Lighthouse ballet. 

Here are two prelirainary sketches of the lighthouses, (Figs. 66-67), 

which provided two different ideas. Both sketches reveal the typical 

Larkin sky. The lighthouse and the boat were both three diraensional 

scenic units. 

A false proscenium or portal adorns the next sketch which 

shows two canoes beneath the willow trees, (Fig. 68). According to 

Mr. Larkin the canoes actually glided across the stage as if they were 

traveling through the water. The background upstage of the canoes 

added to the illusion of motion through the horizontal moveraent of the 

drop—dioraraa. 

The next three illustrations show Bessie's Barn, the Rest 

Horae and Egypt on the Hudson. The barn scene (Fig. 69) is an exterior 

of the barn with a railroad car positioned downstage left of it. 

Both the bam and the railroad car appear to be of flat constmction 

with a painting technique applied to create depth and texture. The 

setting (Fig.7l ), for the Egyptian scene was described by John 
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Chapman of the Daily News. "The settings, by Peter Larkin, have both 

wit and opulence, and Larkin's final scene is a grand burlesque of W.W. 

Griffith's 'Intolerance' in Technicolor."^^" For Larkin to design sorae-

thing real big for the final scene and still be able to engineer the 

backstage space for the rest of the show he organized the design 

accordingly. "We built all the statues on enormous platforms which 

were hollow and ran the rest of the scenery beneath. . ."^^^ 

The practicality of Larkin's work serves as an example that 

scenery raust be functional backstage as well as beautiful onstage. 

109 
John Chapraan, "Swift Huraor, Delightful Dances Arrive with 

Jolly 'Goldilocks'," Daily News, 13 October 1958, (New York Theatre 
Critics Review). 

Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 17 
August, 1981. 
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Shadow of a Gunraan 

The Actors Studio players with the direction of Jack Garfein 

presented a piece of extraordinary stage literature by Sean O'Casey, 

Shadow of a Gunman. Last produced in New York by the Abbey repratory 

in 1932, the play was written in 1923 and was the first full length 

play by O'Casey to reach the stage. Shadow of a Gunraan written in the 

same idiom as Juno and the Paycock and The Plough and the Stars was 

full of the same ironic humor, sharpened with the same tragic irony at 

the end. 

Set in a squalid tenement in Dublin in 1920, it portrayed the 

life of some obscure Irish people during the time of the bloody 

rebellion. 

O'Casey sketched a handful of shiftless Irish people. Two 

aimless, futile Irish young men let a roraantic girl upstairs take the 

blame for explosives they had left in their room, not raising a finger 

to help her while the British took her away. In a tragic irony, she 

died in an ambush as the two men hid at home. 

Larkin raade a significant contribution to the solution of a 

problera which had been a continuing concern of scenic and lighting 

designers—the shadows projected on the backwall of a box set caused 

by the inconsistant illuraination of the stage lighting, (Fig. 72). 

Larkin explained the box set was constructed with double walls. "We 

laid down canvas walls and put scrim on top of it and painted the 

whole thing as one."-'-̂ ^ The scrira was then positioned six inches away 

iiiibid. 
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from the canvas and both were set into place for the back wall of this 

interior setting. Larkin provides the reasons for such a practice — 

"the idea was, I had always wanted to try to eliminate the marks of the 

lighting on the back wall of a box set, so I could get the lighting to 

go through and also to give it a very very antiquated warm look, it 

112 
worked great!" Originally designers tried using velour for the 

back walls to absorb the shadows being cast by the beam lights. This 

method used by Larkin achieved the best results, however a few tech-

nical problems occurred. "It was a pain in the neck, because you 

couldn't actually, whenever you wanted to, hang pictures on the 

scrim wall. You had to have something with raechanical fraraing on the 

back wall behind thê scrirâ  allowing you to hang pictures." -̂  This 

technical application of scrira and canvas was first used by Larkin and 

supplied the stage with a raore pleasing visual effect. 

^^^ibid. 

113 Ibid. 
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First Irapressions 

Helen Jerome's earlier dramatic adaptation of the 1813 novel, 

Pride and Pre.judice by Jane Austen, was fashioned into a rausical play 

First Irapressions. The rausical comedy written and directed by Abe 

Burrows was in two acts and fifteen scenes. The show revolved around 

Polly Bergen as Elizabeth, one of the independent minded Bennett sisters 

and Hermione Gingold as Mrs. Bennett whose principle aim in life was to 

find good raatches for her five girls. The production, according to the 

critics, failed to compare to the original Pride and Prejudice. 

But the stars of the show are to rae, Colt and Larkin. They 
have set the musical in the Regency period, a handsome one indeed 
for ladies' and gents' wear, and Larkin's settings, raost of which 
have the appearance of steel engravings, are works of imagination 
and beauty. •'••'• ̂ 

The first illustration (Fig. 73) shows the steel engraving 

effect that Mr. Chapraan reraarked was indicative of Larkin's drawing 

style. All this cross hatching line detail provides texture and 

interest. .The scenery consisted of "a lot of sets in false perspective 

like borders, the old way. It was all in regency style . . ."•'••'•-' 

A couple of noteworthy technical achievements designed into 

this production were the hedges and the canopy. The hedge pictured 

here (Fig. 75), was a three-dimensional structure that was rigged on 

a traveler. "We had a traveler built in three dimensions, I think the 

flat curtains are really kind of dreary, we had a traveler which was a 

^^^John Chapman, "'First Irapressions' a Sumptouus and Pleasant 
Musical Romance," New York Daily News, 20 March 1959, (New York Theatre 
Critics Review). 

^-^^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 17 

August 1981. 
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hedge about head high all made out of fabrics, individual bunches of 

leaves all out of silk and it all opened." ^^^ The hedge in the scene 

rolled in from the side and was designed so you could walk through it 

at various points. Peter Larkin continued explaining that they had a 

formal English garden of hedges all over the stage in georaetric forras 

in the other garden scenes. 

The hedges are noticeableat the bottora of the next picture, 

(Fig. 76). Another striking eleraent which should be considered are the 

canopies stretched out accordion-like. These units were flown into 

position and then pulled open to reveal the urabrella-like stmcture. 

Larkin designed the open canopy to allow light to pass through to the 

actor. 

An important note should be raade conceming Larkin's artistic 

expression. He states the production was placed in a definite regency 

style. Instead of researching just the period decoration, Larkin 

carried the process one step further, and looked into the artistic 

expression or raediimi of that sarae period. "It was all based on 

English watercolors of the tirae." Larkin through this raedium of 

watercolor and pen and ink rairaics the charra of the period as well. 

Peter Larkin's ability to provide the style for a given show 

as First Irapressions falls into two categories: period decor and 

artistic expression. Most designers research a period of decor when 

developing a plan for the stage. Certain decorator eleraents are chosen 

ll^ibid. 

117 Ibid 
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by the designer to represent a given period on stage. The designer's 

own style of drawing or painting is obvious in the final product; how-

ever, here through Larkin's adaptability he is able to provide not 

only an impression of the period of decor but also express it through 

the artistic style of that same period. 

^ 
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Only in America 

Only in America was a comedy play written by Jerome Lawrence 

and Robert E. Lee from a book of the same name by Harry Golden. The 

play that opened at the Cort Theatre was presented and staged by Herraan 

Shumlin. 

The action took place in Charlotte, North Carolina, in a 

ramshackle framed house, and the state capital at Raleigh. The story 

was about Harry Golden, editor of the Carolina Israelite, and author 

of the bestselling Only in Araerica and how he established a joumal of 

personal opinion in a comraunity that's not interested. He broke local 

custoras by hiring a Negro woman as a secretary. After the Carolina 

Israelite was established be became known for his humor and was 

approved by all. 

The old southem house in Charlotte, provided an interior 

view of Mr. Golden's office as well as a porch and yard area, (Fig. 

77) . In raany respects this would appear to be an average interior-

exterior setting with few requireraents. Larkin however provided this 

environment with a character all its own. The house was painted with a 

bold style to represent an old house, faded by the weather. The 

detail on all the scenic eleraents are outlined with a cartoon black 

line which not only helps define forra but provides comedic character. 

Another Larkin influencial element to note here is the use of perspect-

ive. Larkin mentioned, "the floor of the house was raked in perspect-

ive. You could go out on the porch and walk around the walls and the 

back of the porch lifted up and the audience could see into the 
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118 room." The interior office and porch areas were raked toward the 

audience. The second scene (Fig. 78) was solved by placing the court-

room against the flat wall parallel to the audience downstage of 

Golden's office. The backdrop has been broken up with a painterly 

detail which recalls a paneled wall. Note the use of the striations 

through the panels to breakup and add movement. 

llSiMd. 
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Greenwillow 

Mr. Loesser and Mr. Samuels collaborated to create the libretto 

and the music from the novel Greenwillow written by B. J. Chute. The 

plot of Greenwillow tells the tale of Gideon Briggs played by Anthony 

Perkins, and the Briggs family in the country community of Greenwillow. 

Our story of this community results from the eccentric character of 

Gideon's father. He seems to be taken with wandering away from Green-

willow for years at a time, only to retum to visit his enormous 

family and ensure its growth by one further addition. Gideon, who is 

stuck with keeping his family going, is beginning to share his father's 

weakness for travel. He's in love with a village girl and is wondering 

whether he will settle down and have a family of his own. 

This musical comedy in two acts, twenty-five scenes, took place 

in and about the coramunity of Greenwillow. The entire stage reserabled 

a willow tree. Larkin explained that the tree was done in all sorts 

of pie sections, creating a dorae over the whole surface. This dorae 

was made from scrira with applique leaves over the surface. The dorae 

had curtain travelers built into the sides to allow wagon units to 

come onstage. The dorae was also slit above to let the flown scenery 

go in and out of view. There were raany hanging scenic pieces. Larkin 

explains the functional quality of the scenery for Greenwillow. "We 

assembled a whole town in front of the opening with this guy mnning 

around the willow tree. He just kept on running and as he ran, the 

town kept coming in behind hira, raoving in and flying in, through the 

leaves of the trees. So when it ended up, there was a whole town 
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there." This show as well as other mutli-scene productions boasted 

of remaining open to the audience. This reviewer from the New York 

Journal American had this to say about the scenery. "And the scenery 

is one of the stars of the show, for Peter Larkin has here managed 

through a series of drops, slides and incredibly raobile units, to 

sustain the action of the entire show without ever lowering a 

120 
curtain." The success of the design was based upon the unit—the 

willow tree. The willow backed all the other scenic eleraents through-

out the show. The willow tree was translucent so the drop behind 

could be illuminated to be a day or night sky. The platforras were 

rolled in frora the right and left side of the stage. This production 

raarked an innovation of shifting wagons across stage. "For the first 

tirae we raade platforras and used rubber aircraft wheels, like 18" to 

24" high. They were enorraous but one man could move the whole twenty 

foot platform himself.' While this production is noteworthy for 

its functional qualities, Larkin still received notes of praise about 

the visual beauty of the design. ". . .Currier and Ives prints come 

to life."122 

l^^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 19 
August 1981. 

^^^John McClain, "'Greenwillow' Makes Season More Tuneful," 
New York Journal American, 9 March 1960, (New York Theatre Critics 
Review). 

^^^Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 19 

August 1981. 

^^^Robert Coleman, "'Greenwillow' Not Up To Par," New York 
Mirror, 9 March 1960, (New York Theatre Critics Review). 
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Wildcat 

Wildcat is a story about Wildcat Jackson, a roughneck girl, set 

on getting rich by striking oil. The show lacked much promise as a 

cheerful musical other than the performance of Lucille Ball as the 

Wildcat. The show did not seem to have rauch life, only a few dance 

numbers and songs introduced to capture the reviewer's enthusiasm. 

Howard Taubman of the New York Times had this to say about the 

production. 

The raost stirring event of the evening was a feat of stage 
engineering, for which Peter Larkin, the designer, and the 
backstage crew deserve the credit. As Joe and the company sang 
"Corduroy Road," a wood hut was dismantled. Part of it was used 
to raake a road, and another part went into the construction of a 
grand-looking derrick with drilling apparatus in action. It was 
like watching a Christraas stunt for the kiddies. •'•̂^ 

The technical achieveraents of Larkin are noted here once again 

with Wildcat, naraely the construction and operation of an oil derrick 

on stage. Peter Larkin describes the derrick and how it functioned in 

the following interview: 

The biggest thing in the show was the finale where they strike 
oil. We had a whole series, sort of a Rube Goldberg thing where they 
took the rocking chair off the porch and the Model T in the front 
yard, took belts and hooked the whole thing up to a derrick. The 
actors all did it and clirabed up the derrick. The derrick 
started out lying flat on the floor and a line picked it up so 
the four sides sort of slid along the floor and got higher till 
they got up to about twenty-seven or eight feet and locked 
together and raade a derrick, and it looked like the people were 
doing it. When they struck oil we had a very good illusion, we 
raade a great big thing like a drill bit, like a brace and bit, 
like a barber pole, it was built like the end of a bit but 
tapered down to nothing and it was six to seven feet around the 
top, it was like a big cone like a spiral in it. We covered it 
with black oil cloth, and when you spun it fast enough it blurred 

123Howard Taubraan, "Tarae Wildcat," New York Times, 20:2, 17 
December 1960. 
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out into a rising column of what looked like oil and we put 
CO2 around it, so when they struck oil, it really hit, it was 
a good effect.^24 

Even though the derrick is not pictured here, the other 

illustrations will show the stylization of the setting, (Fig. 81). 

The cartoon-line work is again present, possibly raore loosely drawn 

than in previous designs, (Figs. 82-83). This production photo (Fig. 

84), shows the rigid traveler that represented a false front of the 

town. The rigid scenic pieces parallel to the audience were position-

ed so that the actors could corae in from behind some of the units. 

The typical innovations and characteristic line work with the use of 

false perspective is again evident in Peter Larkin's work for Wildcat. 

124 
Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 19 

August 1981. 
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Fig. 82. Wildcat, 
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F i g . 84. Wildcat . 
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Nowhere to Go But Up 

This multi-scene musical has to do with the shenanigans of two 

irrepressible Federal prohibition agents Izzy Einstein, played by Tom 

Bosley, and Moe Smith, played by Martin Balsam, during the prohibition 

era of the twenties. The action of the play progresses as Izzie and 

Moe don different disguises to raid Chinese laundries, barber shops 

and other improbable locations where booze was being peddled. Dorothy 

Loudon plays the girlfriend of a gangster, star of his night club revue 

and a pushover for the mild-mannered Moe. Except for the few slapstick 

scenes the critics compared this production to that of bits and pieces 

from other musicals. 

The design boasted a cartoon-like quality that Larkin explains 

is not uncommon for a musical comedy such as this. "Nowhere to Go But 

Up was another sort of cartoon-like production. I did a lot of cartoon-

like productions, but its not the way I intend to work, but that's just 

the way it carae out," (Figs. 85-89). Larkin commented that many 

times one gets the reputation for doing one kind of thing and that stays 

with the designer for awhile. This may have been the case in his 

career for a time. 

According to sorae of the critics, a heavy reliance was placed 

on gimmicks within the set. "A machine gun is synchronized to pop up 

on the gangs czar's desk when the door opens. He presses a button and 

a bed rolls out to erabrace a luscious dish." 

125ibid. 

126ibid. 
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In addition to these technical requirements for the show Larkin 

recalls that at the end of act one the entire cast of girls were flown 

out. "We hooked them up surreptitiously that no one would actually 

know what was happening and flew them all out in a row. The second 

act opened with one of thera still up there."^^^ This was a cheap joke 

and Bloomgarden, the producer, admitted as much. Larkin continued by 

explaining the show was organized on platform units with wings and 

drops masking off stage as he calls it, "a standard rausical." The 

show lent itself to Larkin's cartoon style however it depended upon his 

technical ingenuity as well. Larkin describes such a technical scenic 

problem with a not so usual dance number. "There was a dance number 

where the legs were actually [dancersj legs, which met above the 

border where you couldn't see it." 8 The whole show was done in a 

broad expressive stroke that was indicative of Larkin's exaggerated 

setting. 

127ibld. 

128ibid. 
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Scuba Duba 

Scuba Duba was billed by its author, Bruce Jay Friedman, as 

"a tense comedy," about a frantic tourist whose wife has run off with 

a Negro skin diver. The locale for the play is a chateau in the south 

of France. Larkin describes the interior setting "as a French chateau 

during the Pop Art period, sort of comical."^^^ The production photo-

graphs definitely show a comic line swirling around the columns and on 

up through the stair ways, (Figs. 90-92). A cartoon quality retums 

to many of the set pieces. The same cartoon quality is apparent in 

this setting as it was in previous shows like No Time for Sergeants. 

Whenever a show (production) lends itself to that particular style, 

Peter Larkin utilizes his distinctive technique of line drawing. 

Again in Scuba Duba a new raechanical device requirement is discussed 

by Larkin. 

We had these cut figures that ran in tracks that came 
in like walking Charlie in the amusement park and he spoke 
to them, and they were all run by the clotheslines pulled by 
people and they went around comers. It was a good effect it 
was terribly hard to get it working, very funny.130 

129 
^lbid. 

130ibid. 
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F i g . 90. Scuba Duba. 
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F i g . 9 1 . Scuba Dub 
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Les Blancs 

A dramatized textbook of the black dilemma Les Blancs, (the 

whites) was written by the late Lorraine Hansberry and completed by her 

husband Robert Nerairoff. The production was brought to the Longacre 

Theatre, November 15, 1970, by Kourad Matthaei. The locale was a place 

in and about a missionary compound in Africa. This was a story about 

a Europeanized African who retums to his native village for his 

father's funeral in an atmosphere of racial violence. He was then 

torn between his two cultures. 

The critics as a general rule were not very excited about the 

production, however, James Earl Jones was noted for his outstanding 

contribution as Tshembe, the African son frora London. One reviewer, 

John Schubeck, frora WABC-TV stated: 

So, for rae it was a nice essay but not very good theatre. 
But let me tell you about the set-fantastic-a giant African 
shield all over the back and top of the stage. Like a great 
hand under which it all happens. Too bad what happens isn't 
as good as the set.̂ -̂ -'-

Larkin describes the setting as a large serai-circlular sandy 

looking floor. 

I had a sky that was like a convertable top that came 
over from the very back of the platform and raet the back of the 
prosceniura arch that was all done in natural browm scrim and it 
had ribs sort of looked like bamboo, so it was like being inside 
a sky but being outside.^-^^ 

^^^Leonard Probst, "Les Blancs, " WABC-TV, 15 November 1970, 
(New York Theatre Critics Review). 

132Telephone Interview with Peter Larkin, New York City, 19 
August 1981. 
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The ceiling piece had the versatile quality of either looking 

like an interior ceiling roof or an exterior sky. The platforra floor 

was raked down towards the auditorium. Small platform pieces, 

cylindrical projections, were hydraulically controlled to pop up level 

from the raked floor giving the actors small areas for huts and houses. 

Les Blancs won the 1971 Joseph Maharam Foundation Award for 

Best Scene Design in a straight play. 
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Wise Child 

Wise Child by Paul Alter, opened at the Helen Hayes Theatre 

on January 27, 1972. Simon Gray, a British playwright made his first 

American acting debut with this "Charley's Aunt" of the criminal 

classes. The play dealt with the sexual identities of the three main 

characters. James Hammerstein directed the "play" within the two hotel 

rooms illustrated here, (Fig. 93). This foreign play, previously 

produced in London, took place in a Southem Hotel, in Reading, 

England. The short lived production of four performances and thir-

teen previews concemed itself with a criminal on the lam disguised 

in women's clothes which raade a thin joke about sexual identity. 

The play's siraple plot had to deal with a male criminal fleeing the 

law disguised as a mother who had a young boy corapanion. The hotel 

where the two were staying had an owner-raanager who was a prirae, 

nosy old homosexual. The play dealt with the sexual identities of 

the three main characters within the atmosphere of a. thriller. 

The designer employed the double wall technique of scrim and 

canvas in the setting, that he had previously used in the box set for 

Shadow of a Gunman. The raost noteworthy characteristic, however, 

concerning the design of this show, is the way in which the stage 

space is organized. The play required two hotel rooms looking as 

mirror images opposite each other. The natural thing would have been 

to place both rooms full front to the auditoriura. Larkin however, did 

not do this, instead, he explains: "The rooras had a header between thera 

and had a raked stage which ran frora upright to down left. So there 
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were mirror opposite rooms but yet they weren't so, they weren't exact-

ly the same.^^^ Larkin continued explaining how the actors and those 

involved with the production had to get used to it. They couldn't 

figure it out until they saw the setting on stage. Larkin was support-

ting the play with the use of distorted perspective. This distortion 

as he explained, provided an exaggerated view of the hotel which allow-

ed for the exaggerated and unreal situation. 

133ibid. 
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Ladies at the Alamo 

Ladies at the Alamo was written by Paul Zindel and was present-

ed at the Martin Beck Theatre by Edgar Bronfiman, Jr., April 7, 1977. 

This is the story about five women in a ficticious Texas Regional 

Theatre about all their political back biting and infectious love and 

about what it means to work in regional theatre. The show as Peter 

Larkin described it "was a good joke in regional theatre done in the 

style of the local comraunity, (Fig. 94). This was the 'Alarao theatre' 

in Texas with stucco, (and̂  beams that stuck out the front of the 

building. The rafters were chrome plated—an arausing take off on 

regional theatre architecture endowed by the Ford Fund."̂ -̂ ^ The 

setting was much like a tunnel. All the walls were stretched over 

ribs so it gave this sort of concrete tunnel effect. The entire set 

could be untied and thrown into a box when the show was traveled. 

"It was stretched over a shape with tension, laced to iron ribs which 

were behind it. The backwall was like the headliner of a car."̂ -̂ ^ 

The technical originality of this setting provided yet another exaraple 

of Peter Larkin's imagination and raechanical ingenuity. 

134ibid. 

135ibid. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

The systera of critical analysis will be used to capsulize and 

describe identifiable characteristics of Peter Larkin's work. The 

conclusion is organized according to this systera: the eleraents of 

design, the stage conventions and the opposing raodes of perception. 

Eleraents of Design 

The elements of design are important to the discussion of a 

stage designer's work, and contribute greatly to a discussion of his 

personal style. 

Line 

From the earlier days of his youth, Larkin exhibited a natural 

talent for line drawing. The book illustrations for the Ups and the 

Downs of Emily show a dependence upon line, while the cartoons he 

sketched for his high school paper and yearbook indicate a moveraent 

in his style toward light and shade, and his use of value to reveal 

form and direct focus in a deeper space even though the expression 

is still largely dependent upon line. The same adherence to a cartoon-

like quality is seen throughout his career. Larkin's drawing style of 

pen and ink displayed in the sketches for The Teahouse of the August 

Moon are most expressive. The obvious ink lines of the sketches are 

transferred to the actual stage setting as well. In particular, three 

202 
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multiple setting designs—No Time for Sergeants, Nowhere to Go But Up 

and Wildcat—stand out as examples of this use of line, and have been 

called cartoon-like images for the stage. 

Shape 

While Larkin's most characteristic use of line is a cartoon-

like drawing style, he commonly employs line as outline to define 

shape. He relies raore on line than any other eleraent: value, texture 

or color—often creating silhouettes against sky drops as in the 

ballet, A Streetcar Named Desire and the review New Faces of '56. 

Larkin's reliance upon line to create both shape and detail give him 

what might be called a calligraphic style. 

Texture 

Larkin's use of texture as a surface treatment on both two and 

three dimensional surfaces is likewise noteworthy. He has used a 

number of three-diraensional materials to achieve added textural 

interest. The baraboo blinds which rolled up and down to form different 

shaped openings were used as the front curtain in The Teahouse of the 

August Moon. The front curtain for Ondine was a tactile scenic element 

constmcted out of fish net with sea shells, and other materials set 

into it. Plexiglass, yet another textural raaterial, of striking con-

trast on stage, was first used to any extent, by Larkin for the setting 

of Shangri La and demonstrates further his interest in textures 

uncommon to the stage. Other textural sensations created by Larkin on 

two dimensional painted surfaces include the engraving technique 

apparent in the design for First Impressions and the striations found 
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in so many of his painted skies. In fact, this adherence to the paint-

ed striations in the skies, of realistic and nonrealistic productions 

alike, has become an identifiable characteristic of the Larkin style. 

Color 

While it raay not always be possible to deterraine the irapact 

of color upon a production, the following examples are recorded. The 

red teahouse placed against a dark blue sky with a yellow raoon raust 

have provided a very poignant raoraent in the theatre. The dominate 

color scheme of kahki and yellow visually supported the cartoon-strip 

images in No Time for Sergeants. Larkin's choice of color raedium 

for a particular show (paints, dyes and in the case of Inherit the 

Wind, his use of dusty chalks) deraonstrates his sensitivity to color 

and texture. 

Stage Conventions 

Expressive as Larkin raay be with the elements of design, his 

creative approach to various theatrical conventions is recognized by 

many as the greatest achieveraent of his work and often borders on 

mechanical genius. As previously mentioned, He was credited with 

"inventing styles of scenic simplification. . ." All stage conven-

tions that are common to current theatrical practice have been in part 

used by Peter Larkin. 

Box Setting 

To date Larkin has designed several box set interiors. However 

only a few have been considered a traditional interior box setting 
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such as the realistic London living room interior for Dial "M" for 

Murder. The innovative qualities of Larkin's box settings include his 

work with scrim and canvas in the wall treatments of Shadow of a 

Gunman and likewise in the unusual raked box setting of Wise Child. 

The production of Ladies at the Alamo is particularly noteworthy because 

of Larkin's stylistic approach to this otherwise plain interior setting. 

The suggestion of an exterior view of the Alamo provided the production 

with "an amusing take off on regional theatre architecture. . ." 

Larkin supplied a moveable box setting for the raulti-scene show of 

Peter Pan which split down the middle and slid apart in view of the 

audience. The previously mentioned quality of Larkin's style is also 

evident in his box setting for Scuba Duba. 

Siraultaneous Setting 

Many of the settings Larkin designed have been for plays 

requiring simultaneous settings that represent several locales togeth-

er on stage. A variety of interpretations for the simultaneous 

setting can be sighted with regard to Larkin's special creativity. 

The setting of Blue Denim reveals three separate locales, providing 

an interesting view of the cellar, below the yard that is presented in 

forced perspective along the side of the Bartley home. Only in 

America required an interior view of the office with the porch and 

yard simultaneously represented on stage. The two interior hotel 

rooms for Wise Child were simultaneously positioned together on stage. 
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Portal, Wing, Border and Backdrop Setting With Profiled 
or Three-dimensional Set Pieces 

Larkin's most noteworthy achieveraents in this category were 

the stylishly cartoon-like images for No Time for Sergeants, Nowhere 

to Go But Up and Wildcat; as well as, the medieval Ondine and the 

sophisticated style of an English watercolor for First rapressions. 

His versatility is apparent again with regard to the striking style he 

imposes upon a multitude of raulti-scene productions. A number of 

these productions can also be recognized for the originality of their 

stage mechanics. In particular Goldilocks and No Tirae for Sergeants, 

are reraerabered for their outstanding technical achievements and rapid 

shifting. The inventive use of a rigid traveler for the settings of 

First Irapressions and Wildcat provided the stage with a novel inter-

pretation of shifting scenery. The setting for Protective Custody 

using a turntable with concentric rings was acclairaed the first of 

its kind. Larkin has provided raany exciting moraents in the theatre 

with his constructive sets magically shifting onto the stage by actors 

in full view of the audience (the teahouse in The Teahouse of the 

August Moon and the oil derrick in Wildcat). Larkin's designs 

epitomized the use of moving scenery to further the action of the play 

with dioramas such as the vertical disappearing London city scape for 

Peter Pan and the horizontal traveling landscape for Goldilocks. 

Through the mechanical ingenuity of these productions, Larkin has been 

able to insure that a multi-scene show shifts swiftly from one scene 

to the next usually without the aid of an act curtain. 
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Multiple Settings 

Larkin's ability to plan the devices for shifting scenery 

(flying overhead and tracking in from the side) in a coordinated 

effort is masterful. The production of Greenwillow had a raultitude of 

scenic elements that flew in and out while wagon units were pushed into 

place. Other productions such as New Faces of '56 and No Time for 

Sergeants were noted for the visual excitement they displayed. 

Opposing Modes of Perception 

The opposing raodes of perception or concepts will help coraplete 

understanding of Peter Larkin's style. 

Linear Style and Painterly Style 

Larkin's calligraphic style is the strongest characteristic of 

much of his work. This calligraphy would appear to identify him as 

a linear rather than a painterly artist, however the lines are handled 

in a raost painterly way. Larkin's work as been corapared to the 

baroque designs of Eugene Berman and Christian Berard. This comparison 

no doubt was raade because of Larkin's style of drawing. Upon close 

analysis the linear quality of Larkin's designs are destroyed with 

certain baroque tendencies. "The baroque neutralizes line as boundary, 

it multiplies edges. . ."^^^ Larkin defines form without relying upon 

outline. He allows the beauty of the line to create contours of three-

dimensionality. Just as the engraving style of Rerabrandt appears to be 

painterly, so the wood engravings of Durer look linear. Likewise the 

^^^Heinrich Wolfflin, Principles of Art History, (New York: 

Henry Holt and Co., 1932), p. 65. 
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drawing for a front curtain in Saratoga, New York is another example of 

Larkin's use of line in the painterly style, (Fig. 96). 

Plane Depth and Recessional Depth 

The definition of space on stage is achieved with the use of 

plane and recessional depth. According to the plan view, Larkin's 

designs appear to be organized in plane depth. However Larkin's 

creative use of forced architectural perspective enables him to go 

beyond plane depth and achieve the illusion of recessional depth. 

"Architecture is always dependant on recession, . . ."^37 Larkin's 

keen sense of victorian architecture is shown in the street scene for 

Inherit the Wind whose vistas were in forced perspective. Numerous 

examples of forced perspective were created for Nowhere to Go But Up, 

a large musical and the ballet A Streetcar Named Desire. All these 

designs provide a great amount of interest through his uncanny ability 

to achieve depth with the use of forced perspective. His work with 

line, architectural detail and recessional depth provides an animated 

raoveraent, a life, an expectancy within the design. Architecture with-

in recessional depth "always plays with the irapulse to raovement. "•'•38 

This moveraent is prevelant in Larkin's work. 

Closed and Open Coraposition 

This expression of raovement is present in Larkin's work also 

through open coraposition. The raajority of Larkin's work is in an open 

137ibid., p. 115. 

138 Ibid., p. 119. 
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style of form that, "everywhere points out beyond itself. . .looks 

limitless, . . ."139 This designer's work has the tendency to suggest 

an outside world. Scenic elements appear to extend beyond the 

proscenium. The city square in Inherit the Wind, for example, gives the 

appearance that buildings continue offstage. Beyond the obvious 

examples of closed composition with the several box sets, Larkin uses 

large expanses of sky to suggest an open composition. Examples include 

street scenes frora No Tirae for Sergeants, Wildcat and Goldilocks. 

This artist's work is characterized by an "impression of tension and 

movement.' It is through this visual moveraent Larkin creates an 

excitement with the open composition. 

Multiplicity and Visual Unity 

Much of Larkin's design work is viewed in regard to raulti-

plicity of form. The individual elements seera to retain their ident-

ity as they relate to the whole. The designs of The Teahouse of the 

August Moon provides us with raultiple forms such as Col. Purdy's 

office and the surrounding village. Larkin's multiple use of form on 

stage exemplifies his masterful control of coraposition, achieving unity 

with a number of well defined unified forms on stage together. 

Relative and Absolute Clarity 

Larkin achieves a relative clarity with the stage picture 

^^^lbid., p. 124. 

^^°Ibid., p. 150. 
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because his baroque line provides an unclearness. There is beauty "in 

the not fully comprehensible, in the raystery which never quite unveils 

141 
its face." The audience becoraes an active participant in the 

completion of the stage picture. Larkin's design relies raore on its 

interpretive style for appeal, than on its representation of locale. 

Frora the beginning of this study we have learned that Peter 

Larkin is an artist who has contributed his talents to the theatre. 

He is capable of working with nuraerous theatrical conventions in a 

variety of styles. He has exhibited a technical inventiveness that 

has brought praise frora critics on raany occassions. Larkin relies 

upon a keen sense of architectural erabellishraent which he distorts 

his way. This sense coupled with his use of calligraphic line has 

established Larkin a reputation as one of the more visually exciting 

designers in the American Theatre today. 

The single most identifiable characteristic of Larkin's work 

is his use of line. Peter Larkin indeed "reveals his true idenity, 

„142 
his ideas, and emotions, his genius, his talent. . ." through his 

use of line. 

Ibid., p. 221. 

"̂ ^̂ Eugene Berman, "In Praise of Line," The Graphic Works of 
Eugene Berraan (New York: Clarkson N. Potter, Inc, 1971), p. xi. 
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